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Abstract 

It is common to find adaptable generic software implemented in the health industry. Generic software 

differs from bespoke software as they are not created for a specific use-case in mind, but rather with the 

objective to serve several organisations and use-cases. The process of implementing generic software 

thus often involves the activity of adapting generic traits to specific requirements. Though some research 

has been conducted on the process of implementing generic software in the health sector, there is a lack 

of a systematic analysis of the factors that constitute the process. I will attempt to address this gap by 

presenting a rich case study of an implementation process of generic software within the public health 

sector in India. Focusing on the involved actors, the generic software and how these factors constitute 

the implementation process, this thesis seeks to answer the following research question: What constitutes 

the implementation-level design of generic software in a public health project in India?  

To answer the research question, three areas are explored during this research. First, generic software 

and the gap between the provided features and the required features in specific contexts known as 

misfits. Second, design approaches in implementation-level design and how they handle misfits between 

the generic software and local requirements. Thirdly, the struggles and challenges met through the 

interactions between the actors in the process of implementation-level design.  

Alpha Consulting is a non-profit organisation and part of the global Health Information Systems 

Programme (HISP). Alpha Consulting is responsible for the implementation of the generic software 

District Health Information Software 2 (DHIS2) in Uttar Pradesh in India. Through participant 

observation, I join the organisation as a developer to support the implementation of a Doctor´s Diary, in 

their state-wide DHIS2 instance. The purpose of the Doctor´s Diary is for doctors and specialists in the 

field to report their workloads and potential issues they encounter regularly.  

During the implementation process, Alpha Consulting has to adapt the generic software to operate within 

their specific local needs and requirements. A process which is here referred to as implementation-level 

design. Through participant observation, working close with the organisation over two periods through 

the period of autumn 2018 and spring 2019, the implementation-level design process has been examined 

and explored. In addition to participant observation, other methods such as interview have supported the 

data collection. 

The contribution of the thesis is twofold. First, a theoretical contribution which addresses the literature 

gap and provides an extension of the implementation-level design framework used during the analysis. 

Second, the practical contribution is towards the HISP project and the DHIS2 design lab and to the local 

context of the case. The effort and work put into developing and creating the Doctor´s Diary feature 

during the participant observation have provided the foundation for the final application that will be 

used by several thousand doctors and specialists in Uttar Pradesh. 

Keywords: generic software, DHIS2, public health, implementation-level design 
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Chapter 1  Introduction 

This thesis describes a case study on the implementation process of generic software within public 

health in India. The term generic software in this thesis is used to describe off-the-shelf software that 

needs adapting to its specific use as part of larger organisational systems, in contrast to bespoke 

software that is custom designed to fit a specific setting. 

Instead of relying on locally developed custom software, a lot of countries and organisations are 

choosing to make use of generic software for their health information systems (HIS). In addition to 

several other benefits, generic software is typically cheaper and technically more solid compared to 

custom developed solutions (Gizaw, Bygstad, & Nielsen, 2017). Though generic software is 

developed for a range of different use cases within a given context, they are not a complete ready-to-

use out of the box solution, provided this thesis´ definition of generic software. To fit local 

requirements, a generic software needs to be adapted. The adapting of generic software is known as 

the implementation process and can be both technical and social complex. 

This thesis explores a case study of an implementation project of the district health information 

software 2 (DHIS2). The DHIS2 software is commonly used as a data warehouse to store, analyse 

and visualise data from various sources, and is mainly used within the healthcare industry in 

developing countries. The project takes place within the public health sector in India, led by Alpha 

Consulting. Alpha Consulting is part of the Health Information Systems Programme (HISP). HISP is 

a global action research programme that aims to strengthen health information systems. The research 

programme consists of several organisations all over the globe who assist in HIS strengthening. The 

main product of HISP is the DHIS2 software, which is developed and maintained through the HISP 

organisation at the University of Oslo. 

Located in the worlds most populated state, Uttar Pradesh (UP), Alpha Consulting has been working 

to implement DHIS2, hired as consultants for another organisation directly involved with a state 

project that aims at strengthening the health services and HIS in UP. 

1.1 Motivation 

Several jigsaw pieces need to be in place for a country to be able to effectively provide functioning 

health care to its citizens. The resources needed to provide health care need to be carefully disturbed 

to sustain the people’s wellbeing. Especially in developing countries, where resources such as funds, 

technology, organisational are limited, the allocation of resources must be carefully managed, to limit 

wasteful use and increase the effectiveness of resources. For countries to effectively allocate their 

limited resources, they need to be able to make decisions based on information and evidence. To gain 
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the information and evidence needed to base decisions on, data needs to be collected, processed, 

reported and correctly used. 

Health management information Systems (HMIS) are information systems that enable management 

of health information through the collection, organisation, sharing, processing and storing of health 

data. To assist in the quicker flow of data, from collecting to processing, to utilisation, information 

and communication technology (ICT) plays a major role. The use of ICTs in an HMIS allows the 

flow of data to be almost instantaneous, compared to paper-based systems that require data to be 

transported manually between health facilities and the decision makers. 

Over the last decades, there has been an increase in usage of customisable-off-the-shelf (COTS) and 

generic software for HIS (David Martin, Rouncefield, O’Neill, Hartswood, & Randall, 2005), (Karuri, 

Waiganjo, Orwa, & Manya, 2014). The generic, free and open source health management data 

platform, DHIS2, is currently the world´s most widely used HMIS platform. It is used in 67 low- and 

middle-income countries, with 46 countries using it as their national-scale HMIS.  

Generic software is developed to fit several different scenarios and use cases and contexts. To be able 

to utilise generic software as a HIS, the generic trait of the software needs to be adapted into specific 

features to function with local needs and requirements, through an implementation process. This 

process is known to be complex and challenging (Ghosh & Skibniewski, 2010). 

A recurring challenge in the implementation process is to ensure usability, that is, making it usable to 

its end-users. I adapt a framework for analysing the characteristics of the usability-related design of 

generic software (Li & Nielsen, 2019). The framework includes two levels of design; generic-level 

and implementation-level. The generic-level design describes the design process that relates directly 

to the generic software and can fall into two different types of design; design for use, and design for 

design. The first type of design at the generic level is design for use where the user interface and 

functionality are developed. The second type of design is the design for design, which is the 

development of the features and other resources that enable adapting during the implementation-level 

design. The implementation-level design describes the process of adapting the generic software into 

a specific setting. Design for use on this level utilises resources created at the generic-level design to 

adapt the software by creating relevant features and user interfaces. 

In this thesis, I will investigate the process of implementation-level design, and the possible 

challenges met during the design process through an extensive literature review and a rich case study. 

Though some research has been conducted on the process of implementing generic software in the 

health sector, (Dave Martin, Mariani, & Rouncefield, 2004), several researchers call out for a further 

exploration of the process (Yvonne Dittrich, 2014; Hustad & Stensholt, 2017; Li & Nielsen, 2019). 

What I find lacking is a systematic analysis on what constitutes the implementation-level design 

process. 
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1.2 Research Question 

I will attempt to address the gap revealed in the introduction by answering the following research 

question: 

What constitutes the process of implementation-level design of generic software in a public 

health project in India? 

To answer this research question, an exploration of both the technical and social aspects of 

implementation-level design is needed. In addition, a fundamental understanding of generic software 

and what enables the adapting of the generic to specific is needed for completely answer the research 

question. To explore both the social and technical aspects of the implementation-level design and the 

gist of generic software, a case study on an implementation project in India, involving the generic 

software DHIS2 is described. The case study focuses on the different aspects, their relation and 

connections.  

1.3 Chapter Summary 

Chapter 2 - Background 

Provides the background for the project. The HISP project and DHIS2 are introduced, and the setting 

of the case study is explored. 

Chapter 3 - Related Literature 

This chapter introduces the relevant literature on topics related to the research. The following topics 

are explored; generic software and the misfit problem, design of generic software and the different 

approaches to implementation-level design, and finally, the challenges related to implementation-

level design. 

Chapter 4 - Methodology 

Chapter 4 provides a description of the study´s methodology, methods and techniques used in the 

project.  

Chapter 5 - Results and Analysis 

Based on the collected data, an analysis presents the findings and results of the research.  

Chapter 6 - Discussion 

This chapter presents a discussion on the results and analysis of the research, answers the research 

question, the contributions of the thesis, followed by a reflection upon the conducted research, its 

implications and limitations. 
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Chapter 7 - Conclusion 

Finally, the thesis is concluded, summarising the findings and the suggesting of further work is 

presented. 
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Chapter 2  Background 

This chapter presents the background of the research. The research of this thesis has been possible 

due to the global HISP network. The implementation project that is the focus of the case study is 

performed by a HISP organisation in India. The implementation is done on the generic software, 

DHIS2. Following comes a brief background on the HISP network, DHIS2 and the local setting of 

the project; India. 

Alpha Consulting and Omega are used as pseudonyms. 

2.1 HISP & DHIS2 

This research is part of the Health Information Systems Programme (HISP), which is a global action 

research program that aims at strengthening health information systems, consisting of national and 

regional nodes across the globe. HISP´s primary goal is to design, implement and sustain HIS, through 

a participatory approach to support local management of health care delivery and information flow 

within and across developing countries (Braa, Monteiro, & Sahay, 2004, p. 343).  

My involvement with the program is through the HISP University of Oslo (UiO) organisation situated 

in Norway. HISP UiO is one of the leading organisations in the research program. The group consists 

of academics, developers, technical writes, project coordinators, PhD candidates and students. HISP 

UiO has developed master programmes which accepts master students from UiO. Additionally, they 

also have exchange programs with universities in countries such as Mozambique, Malawi and 

Tanzania. As of 2015, more than 100 master students and 20 PhD candidates have graduated through 

HISP (Norad, 2015).  

The programme was initiated as a pilot project in Cape Town, South Africa, 1994. The project shifted 

its initial focus from local community information systems implementation to working with the 

Department of Health in 1995. Over the next few years, HISP developed the District Health 

Information Software (DHIS) version 1. This version of the software is written in Microsoft Access 

and have been through several iterations since launch and is still in use today. A few years later (2005-

6), the software was improved upon and released as DHIS version 2 (DHIS2), which was now web-

based, generic and open source software, with its core code written in Java. The idea of open source 

software is that the software's source code (human readable code) is available for inspection, 

modification and redistribution (Leister, Tsiavos, Groven, & Christophersen, 2015). This allows for 

everyone to use, read and adapt the software and source code at no cost.  
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Traditionally open source software's has been developed by voluntary developers with different skills 

and interest who all had a personal agenda for contributing to the code. DHIS2 has risen above the 

traditional OSS development, which relies on voluntary contributions and is at this time mainly 

developed and maintained through the HISP UiO group. Volunteers can contribute if they want to, 

but the software´s code base has become too complex for anyone not working full time to make 

significant changes, and thus relies on experts for further maintenance and development. The software 

is still open source and available under the Berkeley Source Distribution (BSD) licence, which allows 

for modification and redistribution of the software. The HISP network is supported by donations from 

funds and non-governmental organisations (NGO). This allows developers to work full time and 

maintain and improve upon the software.  

Following the successful pilot project in South Africa in 1991, HISP has now become a global 

movement with people, organisations and groups spread all over the globe. HISP serves as a network 

for capacity training and support for health management, using DHIS2 as a foundation through both 

online and on-site academies, as well as the development of the software. 

2.1.1 DHIS2 in action 

At the centre of this project lies the generic software, DHIS2. The software is mostly used for or in 

integration with other health information systems. As stated above in the motivation chapter, DHIS 2 

is used in 67 low- and middle-income countries (see Figure 2-1). As many as 46 of these are using it 

as their national health management information system (HMIS). In addition to this, many states and 

countries are currently in the process of piloting the software to be used as their HMIS. This software 

is the world´s most used HMIS and is in use by 30% of the world´s population (DHIS 2, 2019). 

 

Figure 2-1 - DHIS2 usage. Blue = nation scale. Green = pilot phase. 
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There are several reasons why the software is utilised at this scale. One main benefit of the software 

is that it is open source, and thus free to use. National implementation of an HMIS is expensive, and 

to pay vast amounts for a proprietary software solution, in addition, may not be an option for 

developing or poor countries. As the source code of the software is available, it also allows for 

customisations to fit specific locals needs and requirements.  

In addition, an increase in good quality health information to make informed decisions is also an 

incentive to use an HMIS. Using DHIS2 does not immediately ensure high information quality, but 

it presents unprecedented potential compared to not using or having a fragmented HIS, as 

demonstrated in Kenya (Karuri et al., 2014). 

When the software is implemented, and in use, the software will continuously be updated and 

maintained for free. New updates with updated features and improvements are released several times 

every year and come for free. Dependent on the level of local customisation of the installed software, 

updating can be an easy task. 

2.2 India 

The implementation process unfolds itself in India. India is ranked top two in population numbers, 

with over 1300 million people registered. To be able to provide health care to this, many people, a 

rugged infrastructure and a solid health management information system need to be in place. Like 

many other developing countries, India faces major emerging public health challenges of both 

communicable and non-communicable diseases (Bhavan & Marg, 2011). In combination with a vast 

amount of people living close together, demographic changes and increased life expectancy 

contributes to the spreading of diseases. Inadequate quality of the implementation of health programs 

is a key factor that contributes to disease epidemics and poor their poor management (Pokharel, 

Pande, & Nath, 2017). 

2.2.1 Uttar Pradesh 

DHIS2 has been implemented as a state-wide HIS in Uttar Pradesh (UP), and this project is an 

expansion of the implementation. Uttar Pradesh is a northern state in India (as seen in Figure 2-2) 

known to be the most populated one. It contains more than 16% of India´s total population, with over 

200 million people living within its borders. The state is divided into 18 divisions with 75 districts. 

Each district is further divided into blocks, with a total of over 800 blocks state-wide. Each block 

combines health information gathered from its points of care and reports it back to the district level. 

At the district level data is collected and reported directly to the state, where decisions and 

management take place. 
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Figure 2-2 - Map of India, Uttar Pradesh highlighted 
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Chapter 3  Related Literature 

The purpose of this chapter is to introduce related literature essential to the research topic, which is 

to explore the implementation process of generic software and find what it constitutes. At the core of 

the topic lies generic software, which is the first area explored, followed by the implementation 

process, looking at different approaches to accomplish a fit between the generic and the specific. 

Next, the challenges of the implementation process are explored. Finally, a summary of the theoretical 

concepts used as a lens for the thesis´ analysis concludes the chapter. 

3.1 Generic Software 

Generic software lies as the core of this thesis case study. To gain a better understanding of generic 

software, this section will first introduce a definition and some examples of generic software. 

Secondly, a problem related to the gap between generic software and the specific, known as the misfit 

problem, is explored. Thirdly, this section investigates how the misfit problem can be mitigated 

through adapting both the specific setting and the generic software. 

One way of defining generic software is to identify them as highly mobile software solutions, aimed 

at being usable in diverse places and appear obvious to the form, function, culture or even geography 

of organisations (Pollock, Williams, & D’Adderio, 2007). Further, Pollock et al. (2007) add that 

generic software is not tied to a specific setting but are able to travel across organisations and context. 

To accompany Pollock et al. (2007) definition of generic software, Dittrich refers to generic software 

as software designed to travel between a range of different environments and configurations as “a 

half product that has to be configured and customised to a specific context” (Yvonne Dittrich, 2014, 

p. 1437). Figure 3-1 visualises a generic software that one generic software can be adopted and 

implemented to fit several unique local instances independent of each other.  
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Figure 3-1 - Generic software implemented at three unique instances 

The notion of generic software to support a range of contexts, organisations and use cases serves as a 

direct contrast to bespoke software, which is custom developed software for specific settings. Fischer 

(2008) shed some light on the differences between generic and bespoke software by illustrating the 

trade-off between generality and specificity. While bespoke software can be designed to do a specific 

task correctly, it will most likely be useless outside the narrow scope it was designed for. For instance, 

a software designed to add, subtract, multiply and divide would be brilliant if you need to math, but 

if you needed a system for writing an essay, this software would be rendered useless. Generic software 

can be designed to be used in many different contexts, broadly applicable to all types of users and 

tasks. An example can be a spreadsheet software, as it allows the users to both calculate and write 

down notes (in addition to several other features). However, the trait of generality comes at a 

substantial cost, the more generic a software is, e.g. supported more functionality, users and settings, 

the harder it is to do each specific task (Fischer, 2008). As for the spreadsheet, though it can be used 

for both calculating and writing, it would not be an easy task to write an essay in the cells organised 

in rows and columns. A more fitting software such as a word processor would be more appropriate 

for this task. 

Von Hippel & Katz (2002) writes about commercial consumer products built for “markets of one”, 

that are seemingly generic, such as word processors, spreadsheet software, iOS and Android. These 

types of software are generic in the manner that they tend to a vast number of unique users, are highly 

mobile and usable in diverse places. They are generic in the way that they allow for different use and 

some local adapting to fit the specific persons. For instance, when you first start a new smartphone, 
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it is exactly the same as every other smartphone, and to make it yours you need to adapt it by inserting 

your contacts, applications, favourite background picture and ringtone. However, in the context of 

this thesis, generic software are referred to as less “highly mobile” as the definition given by Pollock 

et al., (2007) suggests and not commercial consumer products built for “markets of one”, such as the 

smartphone which is ready to use out of the box, but rather complex and larger organisational generic 

systems that requires adaption to be used. Generic software that is used for larger organisational 

systems is rarely ready to be used out of the box, in contrast to the smartphone. They fit better with 

Dittrich (2014) definition of being a half product that requires adaption to fit the local setting.  

3.1.1 The misfit problem 

Generic software has now been introduced as a type of software that can be adopted into multiple 

different scenarios and contexts. This section will outline a prominent issue of generic software 

described in the existing literature.  

The prominent issue found in global generic software is the mismatch of functionality offered by the 

generic software and the requirements of the users. This problem is referred to as the misfit problem 

and is defined as “the gap between the functionality offered by the [generic software] and that required 

by the adopting organisation” (Soh, Kien, & Tay-Yap, 2000, p. 47).  

An example of this problem is of a generic software with a feature for registering patients where the 

registration form requires a unique personal ID number to be submitted. If this software were 

implemented and used in a country where the citizens do not have unique personal ID numbers, this 

would be a problem described as a misfit. Soh et al., (2000) identified several types of misfits, such 

as data, format, functional and output related. The misfit described in the example would be 

categorised under the data type.  

The origin for some of the misfit problems found in global generic software lies in the differences 

between the developers of the software and the organisations using the software. Lucy Suchman 

(2002) writes about “located accountabilities” and how the software reflects the location it was 

developed. The reflected location can be noticed through differences in industry practices, culture and 

competence between the developers and the users.  

In a specific setting, misfits can be solved by either changing the organisation or by adapting the 

generic software. Pollock & Cornford (2002) found that making changes to the organisation can be 

met with resistance, as these changes often result in new tasks and work-flows for the end-users of 

the system. Instead of accepting the changes, some users create elaborate workarounds to hold onto 

old habits, which in turn will decrease efficiency and reduce data redundancy. To avoid workarounds 

and resistance in the organisation, the choice of adapting the software is tempting. Adapting the 
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generic software to fit the local setting has been recognised to be more successful in local settings, 

compared to changing the organisation (Light, 2005).  

Instead of solving the issue locally in the specific setting, another way to tackle the problem is to 

make changes to the generic software. Open generification is about “addressing the diverse needs of 

the community the software is expected to serve” (Gizaw et al., 2017). It is a design strategy for 

developing generic software that serves diverse user needs through establishing the necessary 

resources to enable local developers and implementers to perform local innovation. At the generic 

level, the developers need a broad perspective to design a globally relevant software package. In 

contrast to traditional software development, their focus is not on completing specific user 

requirement, but to create a design infrastructure (Li & Nielsen, 2019) that enables local developers 

to ensure that the software can be modified to satisfy local needs. Open generification is based on 

learning from continuous cycles of implementation and looking at local innovation, feeding them 

back into the kernel. Local innovations cannot be directly put into the kernel and needs to be adapted 

and generified to allow for adapting at other local instances. Requirements gathered at local levels 

can also be turned into global requirements through abstraction and negotiation, for later to be 

implemented as parts of the global kernel (Gizaw et al., 2017). 

3.2 Design of generic software 

The introduction of generic software and the misfit problem revealed two distinct levels where 

changes can be done to make generic software fit a specific setting. The first level is at the local 

instance, and the second is directly at the generic software. This section will first explore these two 

levels in-depth, how the design processes of the levels are, before looking at usability in generic 

software, and then finishing by exploring three approaches to adapt generic software to a local setting. 

To define the two distinct levels, Li & Nielsen (2019) introduced a framework including the two 

levels and two types of design (see Figure 3-2). Design of the two levels distinguishes between 

generic-level design and implementation-level design. The generic-level design describes the design 

process that relates directly to the generic software and can fall into two different types of design; 

design for use, and design for design. The first type of design at the generic level is design for use 

where the kernels user interface and functionality are developed, much like the development process 

of standard software products. The second type of design is the design for design, which is the 

development of the features and other resources that enable adapting during the implementation-level 

design. The features and resources created during the design for design shape the design infrastructure 

(Li & Nielsen, 2019).  
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Figure 3-2 - Two levels and types of design, adapted from (Li & Nielsen, 2019) 

A generic software consists of the kernel and a number of customisations, one for each use context 

(Sestoft & Vaucouleur, 2008). Given a successful generic software, it will be used over a longer 

period. To achieve fit with changing demands and environments, the kernel needs to evolve to 

accommodate the changes. It is through the generic-level design that the kernel is developed, updated 

and maintained. In addition, the generic-level design creates the software´s design infrastructure. The 

design infrastructure consists of both the technical and social available resources that enable adapting 

for implementation-level design. The technical resources can, for instance, be an application 

programming interface (API) that allows third-party developers to connect to the kernel or a software 

development kit (SDK). Social resources can be expert communities, forums, mailing lists, academies 

and more. In addition, the design infrastructure can consist of other resources such as development 

and implementers manuals, component libraries, app stores, code repositories and more. 

The implementation-level design describes the process of adapting the generic software into a specific 

setting. The implementation-level design consists of one type of design; the design for use. At the 

implementation level, the design for use is a bit different from the generic level´s design for use, as it 

utilises resources from the design infrastructure to adapt the software by creating relevant features 

and user interfaces. 

The implementation-level design will different from setting to setting, dependent on the local 

requirements. As every organisation are different from each other, they will never have the same 

requirements, and the implemented software should neither be identical. The implementers need not 

only think of the technical aspects of the use context during the implementation-level design but also 

need to consider the broader social context in which technologies may be used (Germonprez, 

Hovorka, & Collopy, 2007), the implementation-level design is thus a social-technical process. 
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The implementation-level design comprises of all the necessary steps for a local instance to be 

installed, but also the subsequent steps after the initial installation to keep the software up to date and 

relevant for the context. These steps can involve local changes, such as cross-module integration, data 

standardisation, the adaption of underlying business models and more, but the main steps rely on 

adapting the software to the local setting. 

3.2.1 Usability in generic software  

The misfit problem describes the gap between the features offered in the generic software and the 

requirements and needs of organisations. This gap can be addressed through generic-level design and 

implementation-level design. However, another related issue is recognised; the tension between being 

generic and being usable (Li, 2019b). This section looks into the tension, exploring the usability, and 

how to address the tension in generic software. 

Every country, culture, industry and organisations have their unique practices, interests and needs, 

and to be able to create software that satisfies every group, a common argument is that designers need 

to understand the prospective users and design a system with a set of features and operations specified 

to each group, as they all have unique practises and routines (David Martin, Mariani, & Rouncefield, 

2007; Norman, 1998; Wong, Veneziano, & Mahmud, 2016). The same goes for every system 

provider; to satisfy the users, the system needs to cater to their specific needs and interests. To achieve 

this, there needs to be a focus on usability.  

Nielsen (1994) defines usability through five attributes; learnability, how easy it is to learn to use a 

system; efficiency, once learned, the system should be efficient to use with a high level of 

productivity; memorability, the usage of the system should be easy to remember once learned; errors, 

the system should have a low error rate, and if an error occurs it should easily recover; and lastly 

satisfaction, the system should be pleasant to use (Nielsen, 1994). In addition to these five attributes, 

usability is tightly linked with user satisfaction. 

There is a tension between being generic and being usable (Li, 2019b). The idea of usability and the 

need for a specific designed system to cater to the interest of the indented user groups, organisations 

and communities distance it from generic software, which primary purpose is to have its features and 

services reused in a range of different scenarios. This tension is supported by Norman´s idea of good 

design and usability, expressed by saying that “making one device tries to fit everyone in the world 

is a sure path toward an unsatisfactory product; it will inevitably provide unnecessary complexity for 

everyone” (Norman, 1998, p. 78). 

Pollock et al., (2007) argue that specific functional requirements can be adapted into generic 

functionality, that allows for systems to work in most organisations within a class, and can be 

stretched to also fit across different classes of organisations (Pollock et al., 2007). To strengthen this 
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argument, the term flexibility is introduced to describe to what degree a generic software is able to be 

custom-fitted to even the most idiosyncratic of settings (Davenport, 2000). The higher flexibility a 

generic software has, the more it can be adjusted to fit into specific settings, which can support higher 

usability. Lower flexibility in generic software might be a hinder for necessary adjustments and can 

result in important features not being implemented. However, with greater flexibility comes greater 

complexity. The more options and tools the implementers and the end-users are given, the harder it 

is for them to find the correct tool to do their specific task correctly. 

Even if a generic software potentially can be fitted to most settings, that does not guarantee that the 

integrated system will fit with local needs and interest, thus have high usability. This fit relies on the 

implementers and how well they manage to adapt the software. A reoccurring argument is that the 

system´s user interface should be designed with the user´s practices and mental models of the intended 

user groups in mind to make the system usable (David Martin et al., 2005). 

3.2.2 Implementation-level design approaches 

There are two key approaches mentioned in related literate of adapting the technical aspects of the 

software; configuration and customisation (Holland & Light, 1999). The following sections will be 

exploring these two approaches. After exploring these two approaches, I will introduce a third 

approach that separates it from the other approaches but are not referred to in the literature; the 

extension approach. The extension approach is building on the customisation approach but does not 

require access to the prewritten source code. During the implementation-level design, more than one 

approach might be used in combination with each other as well as organisational changes to achieve 

a fit with the local requirements and ensure usability for the system. 

3.2.2.1 Configuration 

As Holland & Light (1999) suggest, the configuration is sometimes referred to as “switching on and 

off” functionality that is part of the blueprint of the software. However, the configuration of generic 

software is more than just switching on and off functionality, and imply actions such as defining the 

structure of an overall database structure, the organisational hierarchy, what data to collect and how 

to represent the collected data, through the software´s base functionality (Kimaro & Titlestad, 2008; 

Pries-Heje & Dittrich, 2009). Through the configuration of a system, data elements, data sets, reports, 

forms, data structures and more are defined and put into place. 

Through the configuration approach, implementers utilise the software´s base functionality, 

implemented at the generic-level design phase, to configure existing functionality and features. The 

configuration is considered the least resource intensive design approach when choosing between the 

different approaches for adapting a generic software, since it does not add new code or affect the 

already existing code (Light, 2001). 
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One of the main advantages of the configuration implementation is that the configuration will most 

likely not be deemed unusable or corrupted after possible software updates, due to the continuous 

support of the configuration capability. Additions of new reports, changes to existing data forms, 

changes to data elements or display names, or any other supported configuration does not affect the 

ability to update the software on a later date.  

The downside of the configuration approach is that the implementers are limited by the configuration 

features integrated in the software at the generic-level design process, which in turn gives the 

approach low flexibility. Limited flexibility might result in an implementation that is less user-

friendly and fits poorly with the current work-flow of the users, which can result in less usable 

solutions and workarounds (Pollock & Cornford, 2002).  

When limited configuration options result in poor usability of the implemented solution, it is known 

to become a training issue. Extensive training of the users is often needed to counter for low usability. 

This approach of leaving poor implementation as a training issue has been met with negativity from 

users, as it is uncertain how well training will stick with them, in addition to the fact that most people 

are resistant to change (Dave Martin et al., 2004). When limited configuration options are available, 

a solution is to tend to another approach of implementation. 

3.2.2.2 Customisation 

The second approach to adapt generic software into a specific case is by customisation, describing 

the changes or additions to the functionality available in the generic software (Light, 2001; Pries-Heje 

& Dittrich, 2009). More precisely, customisation is the process of changing or adding to the 

functionality through editing the software´s source code. Customisation of the source code gives a 

high level of flexibility to make changes to fit specific needs and requirements. This approach allows 

for both smaller and more significant alterations of the software, though it can be a time consuming 

and complex process. 

This approach is similar to software forking (N. A. Ernst, Easterbrook, & Mylopoulos, 2010), meaning 

you make a copy of the source code and make changes only to the separated copy of the code. Once 

the code base is separated from the core software, it can no longer be assumed to get support and 

receive maintenance from the software providers. The new version of the copied code base is cut off 

of further evolution and changes made to the original core software. Changes to the source code can 

also deem important documentation unusable (N. A. Ernst et al., 2010). It is still possible to get 

updates and support on the customised software; however, it will require a lot more effort compared 

to updating a version of the software that has only received adapting through the configuration 

approach. The more customisation is done on the source code, the harder it is to update and to maintain 

(Light, 2001). 
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The customisation approach relies on developers with knowledge of the source code and the necessary 

skills to make the required alterations to the code. Knowledge of the code´s architecture, technology 

and framework are needed. This essential knowledge can be acquired through peer learning, reading 

documentation or exploration and experimentation of the source code. Exploration and 

experimentation of the code have been found to be the prioritised method of gaining knowledge in 

implementation projects (Y. Dittrich, Vaucouleur, & Giff, 2009). 

Though some distinction between adding and changing functionality is noted (Pries-Heje & Dittrich, 

2009), I will divide these two actions into individual approaches as they do have quite a different 

impact on the future of the software. Dividing the actions is limiting customisation to modification of 

the software´s source code, both changing and adding features. I introduce a third approach that can 

be enabled through the design infrastructure; the extension approach, which will not change the 

software´s source code. However, extensions are added to the generic software by using standardised 

interfaces created as part of the design infrastructure created at generic-level design. 

3.2.2.3 Extension 

The third approach to adapt generic software into a specific setting is the extension approach. This 

approach results in a new piece of software, a component connected to the generic software through 

the available design infrastructure, such as through an SDK or API created at the generic-level design. 

An API or an SDK allows third-party developers to extend the software through additional 

components (Ghazawneh & Henfridsson, 2013).  

The extension enables the implementers to create a custom interface and features designed for a 

specific task, while still having access to the functionalities and tools in the kernel of the generic 

software. Following Szyperski´s definition of component, the software is not limited by the kernel´s 

framework or technology, so an extension can be deployed independently and as an external software, 

such as a standalone mobile application or web application, instead of being developed in the same 

environment as the generic software (Szyperski, Gruntz, & Murer, 2002). 

Dependent on available resources and knowledge, creating an extension to solve a specific task at 

hand might be a viable solution. The extension approach will give high design-flexibility, and the 

implementers stand free to customise the interface to fit the work-flow of the end users, which in turn 

can increase effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction for that specific task, increasing the usability 

(Li & Nielsen, 2019).  

Even though extensions can resolve specific requirements, they do come with challenges, such as 

being time-consuming to create, dependent on knowledge of both programming and the specific 

problem to solve. Compared to customising the source code, the developers might have to start from 

scratch with no predefined code base, but it does not require complete knowledge of the generic 
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software architecture. One of the main benefits of choosing extensions over customisation is that this 

approach does not alter the core software and therefore, does not restricting further updates and 

support. This approach does, however, require maintenance of the link between the extension and the 

software to ensure performance and stability in the component given new updates to the kernel (Light, 

2001). 

See Table 3-1 for the approaches summarised with corresponding advantages and disadvantages. 

Table 3-1 - Approaches to adaptation summarised 

Approach Advantage Disadvantage 

Configuration Quick 

Supported in future updates 

Low flexibility 

Customisation High flexibility Requires programming knowledge 

Requires knowledge of the software 

Possible hindering updates 

Extension High design-flexibility 

Do not hinder updates 

Requires programming knowledge 

3.3 Challenges in implementation-level design 

This section will present challenges related to the implementation-level design process found in the 

related literature. The first challenge is of managing requirements. The second challenge is about the 

contract of the project and responsibility between the involved actors. The third challenge is the 

upgrade problem, and finally, the fourth challenge is of gathering knowledge.  

The use of generic software is desirable as it potentially minimises software development time and 

costs (Pollock & Cornford, 2002). A lot of research has been done on the subject, and in the related 

literature, generic software has been given several names. Some researchers write about systems of 

systems (G. Baxter & Sommerville, 2011), others about customisable-off-the-shelf (COTS) systems 

(David Martin et al., 2007), in addition to customisable enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems 

(Y. Dittrich et al., 2009). In common, they are generic software that comes as a half-ready solution 

that needs to be adapted and tweaked to fit the individual organisation's requirements. Though the use 

of generic software has many positive outcomes, the process of implementing them can be quite 

complex. 
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Several issues and challenges might surface during the implementation-level design. Acquiring a 

complete overview of the process is difficult in bigger and complex projects and might lead to 

conflicts and misunderstanding (David Martin et al., 2005). Following, this chapter will present 

challenges found in related literature of other implementation-level design processes.  

3.3.1 Managing requirements 

The first challenge to be presented is of managing the implementation-level design project´s 

requirements. An example of issues in requirement managing can be found during the implementation 

of an electronic health record project in the UK (Dave Martin et al., 2004). They found that initial 

requirements had to change and be updated throughout the project when meeting resistance from the 

end-users. An example of this is of a requirement regarding a security feature, which during the 

implementation-level design became a struggle and had to be taken up for debate. The issue was that 

the users were expected to only use the system through their account since every action and change 

is logged to the active user. Because of this, it is required for the user to manually sign in and log out 

every time they use the system. This became an issue for the users since they were expected to use 

the system in hectic situations, which could result in users forgetting to log out after a session, in 

addition to the hassle of logging in every time. The initial requirement did not fit the work-flow of 

the users, meaning the implementors had to find a pragmatic solution for the issue and change the 

requirement to fit the case.  

In traditional software engineering projects following a waterfall methodology, requirements have 

been defined up-front and have catered to certain criteria, such as being unambiguous, specific, time-

bounded and consistent (IEEE-830, 1998). However, this way of fully specifying all the requirements 

before the implementation process is increasingly uncommon in agile development projects (Heck & 

Zaidman, 2017). It is also argued that this way of up-front designing and defining requirement are no 

longer defensible, especially in organisations that emphasise speed and resilience to change (N. Ernst, 

Borgida, Jureta, & Mylopoulos, 2014). 

Heck and Zaidman have observed that it has become more usual to treat requirements as tasks, 

initially sketched with simple language, either in verbal or written form, for later to be developed. 

This type of requirements is known by the term just-in-time requirements (JIT requirements). JIT 

requirements take less time to formulate and are easier to change later due to their less developed 

state, compared to traditional up-front defined requirements used in traditional SE projects.  

To evaluate the quality of JIT requirements, Heck and Zaidman specified a framework of three quality 

criteria (Heck & Zaidman, 2017). The three criteria being, completeness, uniformity and 

conformance. The completeness criteria are consisting of three levels describing the necessity of the 

requirement: basic, required and optional. Uniformity looks for a standardised style and format in the 
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requirements. Conformance asks for requirements to be consistent and correct. For traditional 

requirements, the conformance criteria specify a list of sub-criteria, such as requirements to not 

contradict each other and not be too ambiguous. These sub-criteria could be used to assess JIT 

requirements. 

3.3.2 Responsibility & documentation 

Another challenge found during the implementation of the electronic health record project in the UK 

(Dave Martin et al., 2004) was of responsibility in the process of implementation-level design. This 

challenge may not be unique to the implementation-level design but is however prominent as the 

process often involves several actors and stakeholders (Soh et al., 2000). When unforeseen struggles 

or disagreements emerged between the involved actors in the project, they had to refer to the contract. 

The contract is described as the formal, legal stipulation of work and responsibilities of the project. 

The contract would be referred to in instances where deadlines were not met or when the 

implementation lacked planned features, to find who was responsible and a just solution.  

Not only the contract should be carefully written down, but project documentation is also an important 

factor in the implementation-level design. Project documentation is used to keep track of 

requirements, issues, time frames and responsibilities. Every formal decision of a project should be 

documented. These documents can be used in combination with both formal and informal 

conversations to solve various issues and struggles that might occur during (Dave Martin et al., 2004). 

3.3.3 The upgrade problem  

As mentioned in chapter 3.2, a successful generic software will have a longer life span and receive 

updates at the generic-level design to cater to requirements from the users. Every adaption and change 

deployed to the localised kernel needs to be carried over the new version. The more the local version 

is adapted through customisation, the harder it is to update the version of their kernel. This is known 

as the upgrade problem (Sestoft & Vaucouleur, 2008). 

The different type of approach affects the upgrade problem in different ways. In the initial phase of 

the implementation-level design, the approaches should be carefully selected with the upgrade 

problem in mind. Future updates of generic software are known to be both complex and expensive 

processes (Hustad & Stensholt, 2017). 

Configuration might be a sound option as the approach affects the upgrade problem the least. As the 

approach only uses the software´s build in features and tools, these adaptations should be supported 

in newer versions of the software. This approach is, however, the least flexible in terms of designing 

and might not be enough to meet local requirements. Customisation is the one approach that affects 

the upgrade problem the most, as it changes the source code of the kernel. Each line of code that is 
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edited needs to be redone in the updated kernel. Even if each line of the edited code is cloned over to 

the new kernel, the dependency of the code might be different in the new version, which can result in 

faulty functions and errors. The extension approach might be the more viable choice, as it is as flexible 

as customisation but not affecting the source code. In the event of a kernel update, only the changes 

to the design infrastructure, such as the API or SDK needs to be accounted for. 

3.3.4 Gathering knowledge 

For the implementation-level design to be successful, it relies on the implementers to have to 

necessary knowledge to accomplish the tasks involved in the process. Not only do the implementers 

need to know the social and organisational setting the system the will be implemented into 

(Germonprez et al., 2007), but also the technical aspects of the system they are about to work with. 

The knowledge gap among implementation personnel is usually significant (Soh et al., 2000).  

There are several ways of gaining knowledge. Maybe the most utilised way to gain knowledge is 

through an exploration of the software and code base. This way is however, very time-consuming. 

Another possible, more efficient way is through reading and working with the software´s 

documentation (Y. Dittrich et al., 2009). Other resources might be available as part of the design 

infrastructure, such as expert communities or academics and seminars to train implementers.  

3.4 Chapter Summary 

The related literature chapter has explored generic software and the misfit problem, which is described 

as the gap between the features provided in the generic software and the requirements of the specific 

setting. As a solution to the misfit problem comes and exploration of the process of designing and 

implementing generic software through the implementation-level design. Three different approaches 

have also been explored, where both the configuration and customisation approaches are found in the 

related literature. The extension approach has been introduced as a third alternative for the 

implementers to choose from. Finally, the problems and struggles found in implementation-level 

design studies have been presented. The different problems are the following; requirement 

management, responsibility and documentation during the process, the upgrade problem and the 

struggle of gathering knowledge.  

Several concepts have been explored in the related literature chapter. The following table, Table 3-2, 

summarises the concepts I will continue to use during the analysis and discussion in this thesis, as a 

theoretical lens. The table presents the concepts with a brief description. 
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Table 3-2 - Summary of concepts from the related literature 

Concept Description 

Generic software A half product or a kernel supporting a range of contexts and 

specific scenarios meant to be adapted to fit local settings 

Usability The focus on making the software easy and efficient for the users 

Generic-level design The design process of the generic part of the software, including 

the kernel, bundled applications, user interfaces, resources and 

tools that enable implementation-level design. Including two 

types of design; design for use and design for design 

Design for use Design activities that unfold before an artefact is completed and 

introduced to the end-users, including the design of the user 

interface 

Design for design The design of the generic software that enables further design at 

a later stage, during the implementation-level design  

Design infrastructure The resources and tools available for implementers that enable 

implementation-level design, created during generic-level 

design through design for design 

Misfits Misalignment between the offered functionality of the generic 

software and the local requirements 

Implementation-level design The process of implementing generic software, adapting it to a 

specific setting 

Configuration An implementation approach, adapting the generic software 

through the user interface and features provided directly in by 

the software´s base functionality. 

Customisation An implementation approach, adapting the software through 

alteration of the source code 
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Extension An implementation approach, adapting the software by creating 

software components and integrating them with the generic 

software 

The upgrade problem Describes how local adapting might impair future updates of the 

software´s kernel 
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Chapter 4  Methodology 

This chapter covers the methodology, methods and techniques used in this research. It starts by 

exploring the research´s underlying paradigm, followed by the methodology. An introduction to the 

actors and how I got involved with the Alpha Consulting organisation is then described. Followed by 

an overview of the research methods used in the study. 

Due to the nature of the research, trying to understand phenomena through understanding a socio-

technical process, influenced by complexity, cultural perspectives and unique rationales, the study 

falls under the interpretive research paradigm (Klein & Myers, 1999). Since the beginning of the early 

90s, interpretivism has been gaining ground and has been given a more important role in information 

system research (Walsham, 1995). The aim of interpretive research is to understand phenomena 

through the meaning people assign to them, and the researcher gains access to their meanings through 

means of social constructions, such as communication.  

While conducting interpretive methods of research, the researchers starting point should be from the 

position that our knowledge of reality is a social construction by human actors (Walsham, 2006a). 

This notion puts interpretive research as a direct contrast to positivism, where the reality is objectively 

given and can be described by measurable properties, independent of the observer and instruments 

(Myers, 1997). 

When researching in the fields of information systems, there are a lot of factors that contribute to 

creating an understanding of the context. Trying to gain a complete understanding of an information 

system involves the inclusion of all the actors, as each actor in the information system has their idea 

and knowledge of reality. Our role as a researcher will be to gain an understanding of and combine 

these realities through qualitative research methods to create an understanding and explanation of a 

given social phenomenon (Myers, 1997). 

4.1 Case study 

The empirical base of this thesis is based on a qualitative case study, which was ongoing from October 

2018 to February 2019. The conducted fieldwork took place during November 2018, as well as two 

weeks in January. 

Baxter & Jack (2008) describes a case study as the study of complex phenomena in their context. 

Which is fitting since the focus of this study is to understand the implementation-level design process. 

Case studies focus on activities and local meanings within specific cases (E. Stake, 2005), which is 
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suiting for the exploration of the implementation process in the local context of Alpha Consulting, as 

the local contexts such as social, economic and organisational might influences the case. 

To underpin the choice of doing an interpretive qualitative case study, I have used a conceptual 

framework that helps clarify the researcher´s role, context, and delineation of the knowledge produced 

(Bratteteig & Verne, 2019). By asking three questions regarding the research, the framework positions 

your work into both a paradigm and methodology. The first two questions being; who owns the 

problem? and whose meaning is represented? (See Table 4-1). The question of who owns the problem 

is no easy task to answer in this study. I would argue that the research would provide valuable to both 

the researcher and the Alpha Consulting organisation, as the results can be generalised and used for 

other similar projects, but at the same time also provides insight of the process and its challenges 

directly related to the organisation. However, the paradigm is not decided solely on this question. The 

second question is easier to answer; it is Alpha Consulting´s meaning that is represented in this study. 

These answers position the study within two boxes, both under the interpretive research paradigm. 

Table 4-1 - What paradigm? (Bratteteig & Verne, 2019) 

 

As for the third question, which delineates fieldwork?, combined with the first question, will 

differentiate between the potential methodologies (see Table 4-2). In this study, it is me, the 

researcher, that delineates the fieldwork, through an understanding of the implementation-level 

design process and its influencing contexts. Based on this framework, its questions and my answers, 

a potential methodology would be one of the following: case study, research through design (RtD), 

user centred research (UCD) or action research (AR). However, the answer to the first question asked 

by the framework, who owns the problem?, is still answered with the researcher and the user/client. 

The only methodology that is represented for both these answers is a case study. 

Table 4-2 - What methodology? (Bratteteig & Verne, 2019) 
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The first question (who owns the problem?) in Bratteteig & Verne’s (2019) framework was difficult 

to answer. In case studies, this question can be referred to as the interest in the case. Stake (2005) 

presents three distinct interests of case studies; intrinsic, instrumental and multiple. Only the intrinsic 

and instrumental case study types are of interest for this research. Stake describes intrinsic case studies 

as studies undertaken because of an interest in gaining a better understanding of a particular case. 

This would be the same as saying the researcher owns the problem. An instrumental case study is 

used to describe cases that provide an insight into an issue or to draw a generalisation (E. Stake, 

2005). In instrumental case studies, the case is of secondary interest. Looking back at the question of 

who owns the problem, an intrinsic case study will favour the researcher, while an instrumental case 

study can support the interest of issues met by the user/client. 

Though these interest types are identified as unique and distinctive, a case study does not necessarily 

have to be one or another type. Stake (2005) acknowledge that “reports and authors often do not fit 

neatly into the three categories” (p. 447). He cites Alan Peshkin saying, “I mean to present my case 

so that it can be read with interest in the case itself, but I always have another agenda – to learn from 

the case about some class of thing” (p. 477). Alan Peshkin supports the idea that more than one type 

of interest can be represented in a case.  

4.1.1 Actors  

One challenge researcher encounter when doing interpretive studies is to gain access to a community 

or group of interest. The researcher must first find a suitable community and then gain access to 

enable immersion and participation in the community. Following comes a description of relevant 

actors, their roles, and how I got access to them in this study.  

Health Information System Programme (HISP) is a global movement consisting of several 

organisations working to strengthen health information systems in developing countries. The HISP 

organisation at the University of Oslo (UiO) is one of the leading groups and contributes as the main 

developer of the health information system District Health Information Software 2 (DHIS2). 

Through the global HISP network, HISP UiO and Alpha Consulting have a close collaborative bond, 

which enables research to happen within already established environments. Being part of this global 

network, Alpha Consulting is both an interesting group to study and logically workable as well as 

being committed to support the goals of the study. 

As part of the global movement, Alpha Consulting is involved in an ongoing project to strengthen 

and improve health services throughout a state in India. The project is led by the Omega organisation 

who answers directly to the state and utilises Alpha Consulting to develop and maintain parts of the 

state’s health information system, including their DHIS2. 
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To better the health services in the state, Alpha Consulting has been in charge of a three phased 

processes to implement DHIS2 as a state-wide health information system. During the first phase, they 

established data reporting requirements through participatory activities. This data was then 

transformed into data elements and data sets, data entry forms and served as a base for the DHIS2 

instance configuration. At the same time, the system was introduced to the users and training began. 

The second phase is based on feedback and new requirements that emerged from the initial training 

and contact between users and the system. More configuration of the software and new functionality 

and updates were implemented to respond to the emerging requirements. 

The main focus of the third phase is the usability of the user interfaces in the implemented software. 

Negative feedback on the user experience has initiated the third phase. In parallel with the usability 

focus, there is also continued attention to further implementation to fulfil new requirements. One 

issue the state has noticed was a disbalance in the distribution of doctors and specialists in the field. 

To be able to sort this issue out, they wanted more data on what certain specialists were currently 

attending to and how many patients they were seeing. To collect this data, it was decided that Alpha 

Consulting should implement a doctor´s diary application.  

I got involved during the third phase of the implementation. As part of the HISP UiO group, I was 

offered to join in a collaborative effort to develop and implement the new doctor´s diary application, 

which serves as the enabler for this study. My role in the project was predetermined from the 

beginning, as I was offered a role as a developer to support the effort of implementing the doctor´s 

diary application.  

The role as a developer in the Alpha Consulting team enabled me to gain better insight by working 

closely with the team, compared to the limitations of observing from the outside. Instead of solely 

relying on information gained from observation or interviews, I was able to get a first-hand experience 

which provides a richness of data almost impossible to gain through other means of research (Lazar 

et al., 2010, p. 227).  

4.2 Methods 

Qualitative case studies facilitate exploration of a phenomenon within its context, based on a variety 

of data sources (P. Baxter & Jack, 2008). Interpretive case studies usually source its data through a 

combination of selected methods such as; observation, interviews, document reviews, web-based data 

sources including emails, websites and documentation (Creswell, 2014; Myers, 1997; Walsham, 

2006a). In this particular study, the empirical data has been collected through a combination of 

participant observation, structured and unstructured interviews and the use of diary. 
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I conducted participant observation throughout two field trips, the first part in November 2018 and 

the second part over two weeks in January 2019. The field trips consisted of me immersing myself in 

the role of a developer in Alpha Consulting. I got my desk in their office and worked intertwined with 

the other developers and employees. I took part in meetings, conversations, decision making and trips 

to the project owner and coordinators to discuss progression on the development and further direction 

for the project. Throughout all my encounters, I observed the situation as well as partaking in it. When 

possible, I took notes of important happenings, and when not possible, I would write down the 

event/scene/episode as soon as possible. In addition to the field notes, I also kept a diary that consisted 

of daily activities, thoughts, and impressions, that I would write in after a day’s work. I also conducted 

several interviews to collect qualitative data to supplement the study. Some events were also captured 

with photographs if deemed reasonable at the time. The participant observation was accompanied by 

other data collection methods covered in the next sections. 

4.2.1 Participant Observation 

Participant observation is the core method of which ethnographers historically have tried to 

understand the world-views and ways of life of actual people in their everyday lived experiences and 

stands therefore as the main focus of the data collection methods used in ethnographic studies (Crang 

& Cook, 2007). The method is still applicable for interpretive case studies, as it tries to understand a 

case based on its context. 

Looking at the broader perspective, there are three main stages to participant observation. The first 

one is to gain access to the group or community of which you want to study. Secondly, the stage 

where the researcher immerses with the group or community lives and works with them trying to 

understand their ways. Thirdly, the analytical part where the researcher has left the community, trying 

to make up an understanding of the collected data and defining the findings. 

The idea of participant observation is to develop an intersubjective understanding between the 

researcher and the researched, and not to separate between the methods subjective and objective 

elements. To achieve an intersubjective understanding, one important factor during the participant 

observation is for the researcher(s) to keep in mind the possibilities of how immersion in other outside 

communities can affect the way the research process develops (Crang & Cook, 2007). 

As already stated, the first main stage to participant observation is to gain access to the group of 

interest, which in my case is the Alpha Consulting group. I was given the opportunity to partake in 

the Alpha Consulting group, made possible due to the global HISP network and my connection to 

HISP UiO. One aspect of getting access is to establish a connection and to accord a collaboration, but 

another just as important aspect is for the researcher to fit the given environment. For instance, if a 

researcher with no medical background was to conduct participant observation in a hospital in an 
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operating room together with highly educated surgeons, the participation of the researcher could 

either result in a fatal mistake or render the researcher unable to participate due to lack of knowledge 

and medical training. In my instance, I have been qualified to participate in the implementation setting 

through both courses at university and previous experience developing web application for DHIS2. 

Traditionally, participant observation research could span over periods of years with the researcher 

living in isolated groups in disconnected communities. In the modern world, people tend to live 

segmented lives, living in a society combined with several cultures and diverse backgrounds. A 

community of interest to conduct participant observation with could be a network of family, work, 

friends, sports team or any other group of people who could be spatially dispersed but meet through 

common occasions and are therefore intermitted. In the case of participation in these types of 

communities, a constant immersion over a longer period could be impossible, and perhaps also not 

necessary (Hannerz, 2003, pp. 201-213). 

Alpha Consulting is by no means an isolated group cut off from modern technology and other 

societies. The organisation is more of a modern office community, where the members of the group 

join together daily to carry out their work. When leaving work at the end of the day, the community 

is split and no longer active, which renders the participant observation method impossible.  

During the two periods, I conducted the participant observation, I would get up in the morning, get 

dressed and go to the office to join the others as they also arrived for work. I would work with them, 

talk with them, attend meetings and became part of their office. If there was a celebrating happening, 

or the group went out for an after-work beer, I would make sure to join in. When something was 

unclear, I would ask one of my new co-workers to explain and clarify the matter. At all times, I would 

make sure to have a pen and a notebook available to write down observations, annotations, reflections 

or anything of interest. Given a situation where note-writing was inappropriate, I would take a mental 

note and write it down as soon as possible subsequently.  

Some situations and settings proved to be more interesting than others. To mention a few defining 

activities; live demos and assessment of the application under development, user-testing at hospitals 

and health facilities, seminars, internal meetings and meetings/sale-pitches with the project owners. 

Compared to everyday office activities, the ones mentioned above are more extreme cases that require 

every participant to think and work differently than ordinary, which provides new perspectives of the 

individuals and the group.  

Through this method, I learned how the social structures of Alpha Consulting correspond together, 

how the institution is operating, and I felt how it is to be in their exact situation, working side by side 

with the members of the group. Through participant observation combined with the other data 

collection methods, I gained a thorough understanding of Alpha Consulting. 
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4.2.2 Interviews 

Alongside participant observation, interview is also one of the primary methods of data collection in 

case studies, which I utilised. Interview allows the researcher to gain insight into specific topics and 

explore people´s thoughts and understanding. Interviews are able to uncover both valid and truthful 

statements as a consequence of the face-to-face nature of the exchange, this claim should, however, 

be taken with a grain of salt, but not rendered false (Madden, 2010, p. 67). The method allows for the 

collection of both qualitative and quantitative data and can differ in structure, length and flexibility. 

There is a range of interviews; structured, semi-structured and unstructured. The structured interview 

is a strict method and has similarities with surveys, such as the interviewer asks questions from a 

question guide without deviation, and the interviewee answers only the given questions. This type of 

interview may fit better with quantitative studies. Both semi-structured and unstructured interview is 

more fit for qualitative research, as it allows the interviewer to explore topics and other matters that 

might appear throughout the interview. The semi-structured interview is directed by a question guide 

that the interviewer has prepared beforehand, to set the focus of the interview. During a semi-

structured interview, the interviewer can delve into topics that surface but should be led back to the 

main topic by the question guide. An unstructured interview is the least formal type and can be 

described more as a conversation, open-ended and non-directed by any question guide (Edwards & 

Holland, 2013). 

During interviews, there are several ways of recording the answers. One way of recording is to use 

video combined with audio, which captures both facial expressions and the answers, which in 

combination can provide more insight in analysis than just the audio alone. Perhaps a more utilised 

manner is just to record the sound, which allows for transcription of the interview, which can be useful 

for analysis. A downside of audio and video recording as a sole recording method is that it does not 

capture the researcher´s thoughts during the interview. A third way is to take notes during or after the 

interview, which captures the answer and the mood of the interview, but not in every detail. 

When conducting an interview, there are some challenges the interviewer might face. For instance, 

during some of the unstructured interviews I conducted, we could easily be side-tracked and gain 

focus on new occurring themes. This is both a challenge and a positive side of the method, since it 

can result in a slight shallow exploration on some themes but will also surface new themes for further 

examination.  

Badly formulated or yes/no questions, can stagger the interview and should be avoided. Open-ended 

questions should be used to steer the interview since they allow for both expansions and clarifications. 

When asking questions there are several traits to think of; how direct or indirect the question should 

be; avoid asking double-barrelled questions that requires two answers; and steer clear of leading or 
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loaded questions, as the focus should be to understand the interviewee and not get the response you 

want to hear (Madden, 2010, pp.70-71).  

A challenge I noticed was a language barrier. Different vocabularies, pronunciation and 

understanding of words and phrases could affect the flow of the interview. For instance, during an 

unstructured interview focusing on traits of the employees, I would state that one co-worker, that had 

assisted me on a difficult task earlier that day, was smart, followed up by a question. The interviewee 

looked puzzled and asked what I meant by smart. When I explained my understanding of smart person 

as well informed, efficient and effective in gaining and using knowledge, and able to solve issues 

based on useful information, the interviewee said understandingly “You mean intelligent?”. Even 

though smart and intelligent often can be applied in the same setting, there is a distinct difference. 

My perception of intelligence is of something a person is born with and is measured in IQ. Smart, on 

the other hand, is an earned status that a person can gain by training and studying. When 

misunderstanding or misconceptions like this happened due to the language barrier, we had to gain a 

common understanding to continue the interview, to make certain all participants of the interview 

were on the same page.  

Through this study, I have conducted several semi-structured and unstructured interviews. The semi-

structured interviews were accomplished by a question guide and note taking, while only a few 

selected interviews were audio recorded. To reduce disturbances and influencing factors, the semi-

structured interviews were conducted in closed rooms when possible. The unstructured interviews 

were mostly informal conversation on a given topic. They were not recorded but notes were written 

down when possible after the interview. It is difficult to give an exact number of conducted 

unstructured interviews, as they merge with day-to-day activities in the field. It is not always easy 

knowing when an unstructured interview takes place. Examples of unstructured interviews could be 

of conversations happening over lunch or anytime throughout the work-day. I even conducted a few 

unstructured interviews during a car ride. 

4.2.3 Personal Diary 

In addition to notes collected from participant observation and interviews, I also kept a diary. A diary 

is defined as a document created by an individual who maintains regular recordings about events in 

their life, at the time that those events occur (Alaszewski, 2006). As a personal document, the diary 

is argued to be a necessary addition to field-work, as a place where the researcher can run and hide 

when things get tough. The diary can help with loneliness, fear, and other emotions that make field-

work difficult (Bernard, 2002, p. 369). 

For field-work, it can be debated that field-notes and personal emotions should be separated into two 

different diaries, but I chose to keep them connected, which gave less focus on personal emotions but 
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contrarily more on thoughts regarding that day’s happenings. This choice might have reduced the 

emotional supportive benefit that Bernard argues for but should also strengthen the diaries relevance 

for the study. 

Every evening following a day’s work, I would sit down in my room and record activities, 

observation, thoughts and details from the day, using that day’s notes to aid the process. The benefit 

of having notes from throughout the day to aid the diary is that when rewriting them I would be able 

to process the notes, almost as an analytic process. I would choose what data to keep and what to 

discard. As I wrote down the selected notes, I could add details, thoughts and ideas that would 

supplement the previous bare-bone notes in the diary. 

I chose to keep a digital diary, contrary to a using a book, as it provides a certain benefit a regular 

notebook does not, such as the easy of editing text, adding pictures, videos, word search and the 

security of cloud storage. As the diary had a new entry every day, with activities, thoughts and other 

notes, it also functions as a log and has provided useful during subsequent analysis. 

4.2.4 The DHIS2 design lab 

As an initiative to increase the usability and strengthen the implementation-level design process of 

the DHIS2 software, the DHIS2 design lab was established (Li, 2019a). The DHIS2 design lab works 

through practical interventions that both provide as a resource for the selected projects and enlarge 

the shared knowledge pool of the lab. The design lab consists at the time of writing of a PhD candidate 

and nine master students, me included, where everyone in some way or another works on a project 

related to the lab´s main focus. 

The process of accumulating the empirical experiences in the design lab is portrayed in Figure 4-1. 

The process can be described as cycles consisting of four elements; accumulation of empirical 

experiences, problem definition, investigation, ideation, and intervention, and evaluation (Li, 2019a). 

 

Figure 4-1 - The process of accumulating empirical experiences in the design lab (Li, 2019a) 

As mentioned, the role of the lab is to strengthen the implementation-level design process of the 

DHIS2 software. This is done through interventions, which can be described as cyclic processes (see 
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Figure 4-1). Every cycle is contributing to the growing common base of knowledge in the design lab. 

And the base of knowledge of the design lab is then again used to contribute to the three dynamic 

environments presented in fFigure 4-2. 

 

 

Figure 4-2 - DHIS2 design lab, engaged in three dynamic environments (Li, 2019a) 

The research conducted in this thesis has been a part of the DHIS2 design lab. Both prior to, in the 

midst off and after my field trips, the lab has served as an institution for knowledge sharing and 

discussion on observations and data collected regarding my study. During the second field trip, six 

other members of the lab were involved in other projects with Alpha Consulting and were able to 

provide new perspectives on the data discussed. The lab has served as an analytic platform where data 

and findings have been presented, questioned and discussed.  

 

4.2.5 Analysis 

The final section of the methodology chapter provides an outline of how the collected materials from 

the case study have been analysed. The main part of this study´s analysis stems from thematic 

analysis. Thematic analysis is a method for data analysis, for identifying, analysing and reporting 

themes within data, that is essentially independent of theory and epistemology (Braun & Clarke, 

2006), but is widely used as a qualitative analytic method (Boyatzis, 1998; Roulston, 2001). Thematic 

analysis is a flexible, yet solid, method, which can provide a structured and detailed view on complex 

and rich data sets. Therefore, the method is compatible with this qualitative interpretative case study. 

Braun and Clarke (2006) provide a step-by-step guide for conducting a thematic analysis. The guide 

consists of six phases and starts with the familiarising yourself with your data phase. This phase 

involves reading through data and taking notes of ideas and thoughts. The second phase is the 

generating initial codes, collating relevant data into codes featuring their qualities. Following comes 
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the searching for themes phase, where the codes are put into themes or patterns. The fourth phase is 

the reviewing themes phase, where the initial themes are checked up against individual coded chunks 

of data and bigger data sets, generating a thematic map of the analysis. Defining and naming themes 

is the fifth phase, which is an ongoing analysis where themes, definitions, names and the overall story 

of the process is specified and redefined. Finally, producing the report phase, where the researcher 

selects a collection of compelling extracts and examples, and relates them to the research question 

and literature, creating a report of the analysis. 

The step-by-step guide should be viewed as a basis for the method, rather than rules. Qualitative 

analysis guidelines are meant as guides, not rules, and are fundamentally flexible and expected to be 

fitted to the study´s research question and data (Patton, 1990). However, the thematic analysis I 

conducted follows the phases described in the guide. The final phase of the guide is presented in the 

Results and Analysis chapter. 

4.3 Reflections on research methods 

As the interpretive research paradigm tries to understand a phenomenon through understanding the 

meaning given to them by people, based on their cultural perspectives, it is suited mainly to 

understand a single phenomenon and a single case. Regarding the specific research question asked in 

this thesis, regarding the implementation-level design of generic software in a public health project 

in India, the paradigm and methodology suit the research.  

An issue that can be raided with a single qualitative interpretive case study is of its capability to 

generalise the findings. Though the research only focuses on one single case, Walsham (2006b, p. 

322) argues that there is still an opportunity to generalise the findings, as the generalisation can take 

the form of concepts, theories, specific implications or rich insights.  

Another reflection on my methods is of how my background might bias my findings. Through using 

more than a month of conducting participant observation, I gained a thorough understanding of the 

local setting and the involved actors. The countless unstructured interviews and interactions I have 

partaken in allowed me to reflect on how my involvement might have affected the methods, and then 

reduce its effect.  

4.4 Chapter Summary 

In this chapter, the underlying research paradigm is described and justified. The research falls under 

the interpretive research paradigm due to the nature of the research, which is trying to understand the 
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phenomena of the implementation-level design process, which is a socio-technical process, 

influenced by complexity, cultural perspectives and unique rationales.  

The methodology of the research is qualitative case study. This methodology is justified through the 

framework introduced by Bratteteig & Verne (2019). It fits the research as the it allows for a rich 

exploration of the single case of implementation-level design of the Doctor´s Diary in India. 

Throughout the case study, seven semi-structured interviews were conducted. Through the participant 

observation with Alpha Consulting, unstructured interviews occurred several times each day. During 

the participant observation a several settings allowed for the collection of relevant data, such as 

meetings, live demonstrations, review meetings and facility visits. 
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Chapter 5  Results and Analysis 

This chapter presents the results and findings based on a thematic analysis of empirical data. First, 

the implemented software (DHIS2) is explored, more specifically looking into the features of the 

software and its design infrastructure that enables implementation-level design. Secondly, the 

involved actors and the implementation-level design process that took place during this study is 

described, at the same time as the following challenges encountered during the process are presented; 

choosing the design approach, how lack of documentation impaired the process, difficulties in gaining 

the required knowledge and slow and cumbersome communication. 

5.1 Generic-level design 

In this chapter, the generic software, district health information software version 2 (DHIS2) and its 

design infrastructure are portrayed. Using the design infrastructure as a mean to explore how the three 

different design approaches (configuration, customisation and extension) are enabled as potential 

options in DHIS2, the approaches are presented.  

DHIS2 is the generic software implemented in this study. The software is a product of the global 

HISP network. The HISP network consists of several organisations who function as nodes in the 

network. Most of the organisations in the network operate as consultancy companies, working to 

support the implementation-level design of DHIS2 in a large number of unique implementation 

projects. The HISP organisation at the University of Oslo (UiO), in Norway, is at the centre of the 

HISP network. HISP UiO comprises of the core development team, operating the generic-level design 

of DHIS2. The development team is identified as the “core development team” since they not only 

develop and maintain the DHIS2 kernel, but also a set of applications that contain most of the 

important features of DHIS2. These applications are referred to as the bundled applications. Since its 

release in 2008, the software has been under constant development by the core development team. 

Currently, the software gets two to three version updates a year, which consist of security updates, 

new features, bug fixes, optimisation and more. 

The DHIS2 software is commonly used as a data warehouse to store, analyse and visualise data from 

various sources, and is mainly used within the healthcare industry in developing countries. When the 

generic software is installed, it comes with the non-configured kernel. To make use of the software, 

it needs to be implemented through an implementation-level design process, and at a minimum it 

needs to be configured to fit its specific setting. As part of the configuration, the metadata of the local 

instance, such as data elements, data entry forms, validation rules, indicators, reports, and so on need 

to be defined.  
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In addition to the kernel, a set of bundled application is integrated to provide the software with more 

features. While the kernel accounts for logic and data storage, most of the functionality comes through 

the bundled applications. For instance, data visualisation, report functionality, pivot tables, charts, 

data entry and a dashboard are all features integrated through the bundled applications. 

The generic-level design of DHIS2 has provided a vast design infrastructure through design for 

design. The design infrastructure provided for DHIS2 can be categorised into two main parts; the 

social and the technical.  

The social part of the design infrastructure of DHIS2 consists of an expert community, DHIS2 

academies, online forums, and a network of HISP organisations. The expert community consists of a 

group of people with experience and expertise from implementation projects, which are available for 

assisting and consulting the implementation-level design in local settings. They can help out with 

project planning, giving advice, training of users and more. The expert community have more than 

thirty members spread over four different continents and are able to help in several languages, such 

as Swahili, Hindi, French, Portuguese, English, Norwegian and more. The DHIS2 academies are a 

set of seminars that aims at strengthening the DHIS2 community, training both implementers and 

developers in the generic-level design and implementation-level design. The academies are held 

several times a year, spread across to globe. In the online forums, developers, implementers and users 

of DHIS2 are able to ask questions to one and another. Both members of the expert community and 

non-expert are able to answer and contribute to the forum. Finally, the network of HISP organisations 

is a global movement consisting of several groups dedicated to strengthening health information 

systems through capacity building, development, implementation and support of DHIS2. 

The technical part of the design infrastructure consists of documentation, online demonstration and 

testing versions of the software, tutorials, online and available code repositories, an application store, 

an API, an Android SDK, UI and component library for extensions. There are several types of 

document available online; a user guide, implementers guide, developer guide, end-user manual and 

an Android user guide. Each of these guides supports both the latest build of the software in addition 

to several older versions. The online demonstration and testing servers are implemented versions of 

DHIS2. These servers are reset daily and allow for exploration, learning and testing on a live instance. 

The tutorials cover a broad range of topics, tips and tricks for the different implementation-level 

design approaches. The software´s source code is available online and can be used, copied and altered 

due to its open source licence. There is also an application store where generic extensions with various 

features are available. Most of these extensions are “standard applications” and are installed together 

with the DHIS2 kernel. An extensive API allows for custom software to interact directly with the 

kernel. When the kernel is updated, the API will also be updated to stay up to date with changes and 

new features. The API will be backwards compatible, meaning previously developed software will 
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not stop working due to API updates. In addition to the extensive API, there is also an Android SDK, 

which supports the creation of android applications, interacting with the core and enabling essential 

features of the software to be put into smartphone applications. Finally, the technical part of DHIS2 

design infrastructure also consists of component libraries. One library of JavaScript components the 

D2 library, comprising of smaller code components that are found within the DHIS2 software, both 

UI elements and functionality such as menus and search modules. Another component library 

connects both UI-elements and the API in the D2-UI library. However, this library is discontinued 

and will not be supported in future updates but does work with some older and the current version of 

DHIS2. 

The design infrastructure created during the generic-level design allows implementers to combat the 

misfit problem. The misfit problem is describing the gap between the generic software´s offered 

functionality and the functionality needed by a local setting. The more flexibility the design 

infrastructure provides for the implementation-level design, the better it can be adapted to fit its local 

setting.  

The design infrastructure enables the distinctive design approaches that are possible to tend to at the 

implementation-level design. The approaches describe the different techniques an implementer can 

choose from when adapting the generic software, making it fit a local setting with its unique 

requirements. The different approaches might give completely different outcomes and effects on the 

implemented system. The following sections will present how DHIS2´s design infrastructure enables 

implementation-level design through three approaches; configuration, customisation and extension.  

5.1.1 Configuration in DHIS2 

The first approach explored regarding the DHIS2 software is the configuration approach. The 

configuration approach is an adaption of generic software through the user interface and features 

provided directly in by the software´s base functionality. 

Most of the configuration of DHIS2 is accomplished through a maintenance application (see Figure 

5-1) that comes bundled with the kernel. This application allows implementers to configure the 

software at implementation-level design through a user interface built at the generic-level design.  

In the maintenance application, the metadata is defined, such as the structure of data elements, data 

sets, indicators and other essential properties of the DHIS2 software are configured to fit the local 

instance. The properties defined within the maintenance application will differ from instance to 

instance, as no organisations are identical.  
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Figure 5-1 - DHIS2 (version 2.32) The maintenance application 

In addition to the configuration of the software through the maintenance application, smaller 

adjustments and configurations can be done through the bundled applications. 

The application store (see Figure 5-2) allows for the installation of pre-built applications. The 

application store consists of a generic application created by HISP organisations. Others are able to 

submit applications to the application store, but the applications need to be generic and verified to be 

available for download. These applications serve as another mean of configuring the software. 

 

Figure 5-2 - Selection from the DHIS2 application store 

The design infrastructure of DHIS2 provides several resources that enable configuration. The social 

parts of the design infrastructure consist of resources that focus on training implementers in 
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configuration and further support when implementers need help. As for the technical parts of the 

design infrastructure, it is the implementer guide (documentation), application store and test servers 

that serve as a resource for the approach. 

The configuration options in DHIS2 is limited mainly by the maintenance application. DHIS2 is first 

and foremost intended to be used as a health management information system, and the potential 

configuration options provided by the maintenance applications are in this regard reasonably 

respective. This limits the flexibility of the approach in DHIS2 and might affect usability in some 

cases. If the configuration options provided by the design infrastructure is insufficient, another 

approach might be the better option.  

5.1.2 Customisation in DHIS2 

The customisation approach is about adapting generic software to a specific setting through changes 

or addition to the functionality available in the generic software, through editing the software´s source 

code.  

The customisation approach is enabled for the implementation-level design of DHIS2 due to the fact 

that DHIS2 is open source. The software´s source code is available online, and anyone can copy it, 

use it and make changes to it. This applies not only to the kernel of DHIS2 but also the bundled 

applications. The DHIS2 GitHub page (see Figure 5-3) consists currently of 121 code repositories, 

and 141 forks of the kernel (the dhis2-core repository). The kernel is written in the popular and widely 

known programming language, Java. The majority of the bundled applications are written in the React 

framework, a JavaScript library considered to be one of the three most widely used frontend 

programming frameworks. 

 

Figure 5-3 - The DHIS2 GitHub webpage (github.com/dhis2) 

In addition to being open source and having all the source code available, resources to support 

customisation are created at the generic-level design as part of the design infrastructure. The 
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developer guide documentation and the software component libraries are technical resources that 

support the customisation approach. 

There are two distinctly different options for customising DHIS2. The first option is to make 

customisation to the DHIS2 kernel, and the second option is to make customisations to the bundled 

applications. Even though the underlying process is similar (adapting the source code), the complexity 

of the approach and the future consequence of the two options may require rather distinctive amounts 

of effort. 

The customisation approach has high flexibility, which describes the ability to be custom fitted into 

a specific setting. The flexibility is limited by the legacy code, but given enough resources and 

knowledge, this limitation would fade. High flexibility allows the implementers to focus on and work 

towards high usability during the implementation-level design.  

5.1.3 Extension in DHIS2 

The final approach, extension, adapt the generic software into a specific setting through the addition 

of an extension or application, bringing new features to the software, without changing the source 

code of the kernel.  

The extension approach is enabled due to the extensive API developed at the generic-level design. 

The API allows extensions to have direct interaction with the kernel. The design infrastructure also 

provides other technical and social resources that support the approach. The technical resources that 

support the approach are the Android SDK, development user guide documentation and the software 

component libraries. The social resources supporting the approach are the online forum consisting of 

DHIS2 developers and the expert community. 

As a result of the approach, an extension to the generic software is created. Depending on the level 

of how integrated the extension is with the generic software, the extension can either be a standalone 

system or installed with the kernel. If the extension is standalone, it can be designed to fit any media 

for instance it to be used as a phone application or as a webpage. Since the DHIS2 software has its 

application manager, extensions can easily be uploaded and be combined into the generic software. 

The DHIS2 software incentivises implementers to choose the extension approach by providing an 

extension manager with the bundled applications, in addition to the application store where extensions 

can be uploaded and shared between different instances. Extensions created as a solution to the local 

specific requirement are most likely not compatible with other instances out of the box. However, 

when extensions with features and functionalities that are considered to be useful to several users, the 

extension can be picked up by the generic-level design developers, made generic and put into the 

application store. 
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The extension approach can be compared to the development process of making a new software 

system. This process is time-consuming and can quickly become a complex task. However, the design 

infrastructure of DHIS2 provides resources that might reduce the complexity of the development 

process. The core developers of DHIS2 are currently working on extending the library of relevant 

DHIS2 components, which should ease the process of integrating an extension. In addition to the 

DHIS2 specific libraries, there are plenty of online component libraries that can supplement the 

extension development. 

Some of the HISP organisations have decreased the complexity and effort of creating an extension by 

making a skeleton extension. The skeleton extension consists of a lot of useful code of the most 

important and used features of the software. This allows for the implementers to do more of a 

customisation approach on the extension, as they can adapt, delete and add features and components 

to complete the extension. Using a skeleton extension as the base for an extension can reduce the 

effort of development by quite a lot. 

The extension approach gives the implementers even higher flexibility during the implementation-

level design, compared to the customisation approach. Since the extension approach does not build 

upon the legacy code, the approach´s ability to be fitted into a specific setting is quite high. This 

enables the implementers to create the perfect solution, one that fits its setting perfectly, with high 

usability.  

5.2 Implementation-level design 

In this section, the implementation-level design process of implementing the Doctor´s Diary is 

presented. First, the local specific setting is described to give an understanding of the situation the 

research was conduct in. Second, the involved actors, their roles and relation of the process are 

presented. Third, an in-depth description of the implementation-level design process, the prominent 

challenges that occurred concurrently with the process are explored. The prominent challenges that 

occurred are; choosing the approach for the implementation-level design, how the lack of 

documentation impaired the process, difficulties in gaining the required knowledge and lacking 

communication. 

In the state Uttar Pradesh in India, the Uttar Pradesh Health Management Information System 

(UPHMIS) project was initiated to strengthen the public health services in the state. DHIS2 has been 

implemented as part of the UPHMIS project, as a state-wide data warehouse to integrate data from 

other health information sources. The implementation is governed by the Omega unit, which answers 

directly to the state. Omega outsources the technical parts of the implementation to Alpha Consulting.  
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The implementation of DHIS2 in the state is divided into three phases. The first phase included the 

establishment of data reporting requirements through participatory activities. These requirements 

were then used to configure the DHIS2 instance, setting up data elements, data sets, entry forms and 

implement other essential features. The second phase focused on creating new requirements and 

implementing changes to the configuration based on feedback from users, gathered through the initial 

training sessions. The third phase focuses on usability, making the software more user-friendly, based 

on negative feedback on the user experience.  

During the third phase, one issue that was raised during the implementation was the lack of doctors 

at remote sites in rural blocks in the state. Some of the doctors who work in the more rural areas are 

exposed to long work hours and more patients that they could ever manage to see per day. There were 

little or no data on how many patients a doctor handles daily and the tasks they performed, this makes 

the issue difficult to solve. The need for a system that could collect data directly from the doctors and 

specialists working in the field emerged. To solve this requirement, the Doctor´s Diary project was 

initiated, which aimed at implementing a feature into the DHIS2 software that enabled specialists to 

enter data regularly, which would allow for informed decisions to better organise available resources 

in the state. 

This research took place during the third implementation phase. At the time the research started, 

DHIS2 was already partially implemented and used throughout the state. Most of the metadata (such 

as data elements, data sets, and indicators) had already been configured through the DHIS2 

maintenance application. However, as the implementation-level design unfolded, new requirements 

were constantly emerging, which initiated the Doctor´s Diary project.  

Involved in the Doctor´s Diary project are three actors; Alpha Consulting, Omega and HISP UiO. 

The relationship between the three actors and the DHIS2 software is presented in Figure 5-4. HISP 

UiO is one of the larger organisations in the network. The HISP UiO organisation houses the core 

development team, responsible for developing the DHIS2 software and its design infrastructure. The 

Alpha Consulting organisation is part of the global HISP network and is hired by Omega to do the 

technical implementation of DHIS2. Omega is a unit under a state-operated health trust, responsible 

for the technical health information system in the state. 
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Figure 5-4 - Relation between actors and software 

The Doctor´s Diary project was already initiated at the time this research started. My involvement 

began right after the project´s initial phase. In the initial phase, the project´s objective was defined, 

and implementation-level design process was discussed, though not entirely planned. Prior to my first 

trip to India, I was involved in deciding the appropriate design approach and general planning of the 

project through email correspondences and skype meetings with the project representatives from 

Alpha Consulting. 

Alpha Consulting consists of about 40 employees with expertise and experience from several 

domains, such as computer science, public health and psychology. The team is organised into two 

main groups, technical and public health. The organisation has several on-going projects 

simultaneously in neighbouring states in India, but also in other countries. As part of the global health 

information systems programme (HISP) network, they have an emphasis on strengthening health 

services, through the domain of public health informatics. Their focus is mainly on implementation, 

design, development and support of the DHIS2 software. In addition to working with the DHIS2 

software, they are also involved in projects based on other open sources software, such as OpenMRS 

(https://openmrs.org/) and iHRIS (https://www.ihris.org/). 

Their office has an open office plan, and the employees are social and friendly. Every day starts with 

a stand-up meeting, where the employees stand in a circle, and everyone tells the group what tasks 

they are currently working on if they have any challenges they are struggling with and the day's plan. 

They celebrate festivals and public holidays in the office with decorations, songs and carnival games. 

At the end of every month, they also dedicate parts of a day to celebrate everyone who had a birthday 

during the month. This is celebrated with cake, songs, speeches and performances of poems. In 

addition, they also gather for dinner after work hours at times to socialise and hang out together. 

https://openmrs.org/
https://www.ihris.org/
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5.2.1 Choosing an approach for the implementation-level design 

The first challenge faced in the Doctor´s Diary project was the choice of what design approach the 

solution should be based on. This challenge is specific for the implementation-level design. Through 

communicating with the project representatives from Alpha Consulting, I got the notion that Omega 

and Alpha Consulting already had decided on going for an extension approach in the form of an 

Android application. They suggested a solution on how the extension could be integrated with the 

DHIS2 software. The solution was a combination of a set of configurations through the maintenance 

application, combined with logic, rules and extra features in the extension. The representatives asked 

me to explore this solution and their technical suggestion to verify if it was a viable solution, and at 

the same time consider other solutions, despite my notion that this was already agreed upon. 

To explore the approach and their technical solution, I interviewed four members of the core team at 

HISP UiO. Three of the interviewees were developers, and one was an expert implementer. In 

addition to the interviews, I also consulted the technical DHIS2 documentation to verify the approach 

and suggested a solution. In combination with the documentation and the DHIS2 test servers, I found 

several end-points in the API that would allow for the extension to be integrated. Though the 

interviewees provided other possible ways of integrating the doctor´s diary, they also confirmed that 

the suggested solution most likely was the best way to go. 

Through several Skype meetings with the project representatives from Alpha Consulting, it was 

decided that we would stick with the extensions approach. They were hesitant to accept the findings 

and wanted to explore other alternative solutions. One of the suggested solutions was to rely on the 

configuration as much as possible and to customise one of the bundled applications to fit the 

remaining requirements, but this idea was declined. In the end, the extension approach was accepted, 

but the idea of making an Android application was abandoned, and it was decided we would rather 

go for a progressive web application (PWA). This was decided due to the ease of developing, 

designing, altering and deploying PWAs over Android applications, in addition to the technology 

being platform independent, scalable on different screens and natively supporting offline usage. In 

addition, we had a mutual shortage of knowledge on how to develop Android Applications, while 

both the representatives and I already had some experiences with the PWA technology. 

Throughout the development process, I was assigned the main developer role for the PWA, as the 

other developers in the team already had plenty to attend do with a kernel version update and other 

projects going on in parallel with the Doctor´s Diary project. While I would be the main developer 

for the PWA, the representatives from Alpha Consulting were responsible for configuring the 

metadata through the maintenance application.  

During the time of development, there was no mention of changing the design approach, though the 

structure and logic of the configuration of the metadata were up to debate a few times. However, this 
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changed once I got back to Norway. After handing over the extension in a nearly finished state and 

leaving the developer position to one of the developers at Alpha Consulting, I received the news that 

they had decided on abandoning the PWA and started on a customisation approach, using an already 

existing DHIS2 android application. When their superior got this information, he prevented the 

approach replacement, reasoned by changing the approach this late in the project would result in much 

effort wasted and even more on creating a new solution. 

Selecting an approach was no easy task. The process was problematic and required several skype 

meetings and discussions. There are several reasons why this is a challenge. Each of the approaches 

has both positive and negative aspects, and it is not always easy to select the approach that fits the 

setting the best.  

The configuration approach might be quick and less resources intensive but can be limited by its low 

design flexibility. Due to its limited design flexibility, the configuration approach was technically 

lacking and not able to answer for the requirements of the Doctor´s Diary feature, leaving 

customisation and extension to be the only viable options. Both customisation and extension have 

higher design flexibility, which is needed for the Doctor´s Diary. However, the increase of design 

flexibility comes as a cost; customisation and extension require more resources and have an increased 

effect on the upgrade problem. 

The upgrade problem is described as an increase in difficulties when upgrading the system, dependent 

on how much the generic software is adapted. Configuration is the approach that is affected by the 

upgrade problem the least, as it only relies on the base features of the software and is completed 

through the built-in tools which are unlikely to be changed in updates. Customisation is the approach 

that affects this problem the most. In DHIS2, there are two distinct ways of customising the source 

code; one to adapt the kernel´s source code, and two to adapt the bundled applications.  

Customisation of the kernel needs to be done in a careful and controlled manner, as subtle changes 

might affect other parts of the kernel and thus render other features defective. Each alteration to the 

kernel´s source code should be tested and confirmed before more changes are made final. In addition 

to the kernel being complex and difficult to adapt, every little change will make future updates of the 

kernel challenging. When updating the DHIS2 software of a local instance, every customisation done 

to the kernel needs to be redone from scratch, maybe in a completely different way if the 

customisation relied on features that are changed or removed in the new version. Due to the excessive 

testing and subtle alterations, configuration of the kernel can become a quite time-consuming 

approach.  

Customisation of the bundled applications is less prone to affect the upgrade problem, as this 

customisation only affect the application´s source code and not the kernels. The bundled applications 

rely on the API to interact with the kernel and will most likely not affect kernel updates due to 
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backward compatibility between new kernel versions and the API. However, the bundled applications 

do also receive updates on a regular basis. To update the bundled applications, only the changes to 

the API needs to be corrected.  

In contrast to the customisation of the kernel, the extensions approach will most likely not affect the 

upgrade problem. The extension approach is much like customisation of the bundled applications, 

though it does not rely on the prewritten code and can be started from scratch. Extensions rely on the 

API for interaction with the kernel. Even though the API is updated together with the kernel, it is 

almost always backwards compatible with older versions to not break extensions and features 

dependent on older versions of the API. Figure 5-5 shows the relation between the different 

approaches and the potential required effort needed for upgrading, e.g. their impact on the upgrade 

problem.  

 

Figure 5-5 - Approaches and corresponding effort required for updating DHIS2 

When choosing an approach, not only the upgrade problem needs to be considered, but also the 

usability of the final feature. High flexibility allows the implementers to adapt features to fit the local 

setting, enabling the design of systems with high usability. A system with high usability would also 

lead to less frustration, complaints and enquiries from the end-users. Depending on the design 

infrastructure provided from the generic-level design, the different approaches might have quite 

diverse amounts of flexibility. In DHIS2, the configuration approach has been given quite low 

flexibility as it is limited by the maintenance application (see Figure 5-1). On the other end of the 

spectre, the potential flexibility of customisation and extension are limited mostly by the 

implementer’s knowledge and available resources.  

As the project owner, Omega is responsible for the system, training of the end-users and ensuring 

correct usage. Therefore, it is likely that they would prefer the extension or the customisation 

approach, as they are more likely to produce systems with high usability. High usability of the system 

would increase user satisfaction and reduce training and errors of the system. Regarding the upgrade 

problem, they would most likely prefer an extension approach, as it provides a lower potential 

required effort for updates. As the technically responsible implementers, Alpha Consulting seems to 

prefer the customisation approach over the extension approach. This preference originates from a 

limited amount of resources and few implementers to attend to the process and plenty of other projects 

going on at the same time. When going for a customisation approach, a lot of the code is already 

written, and smaller alterations can be done quite easily compared to the extension approach where 
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there is no pre-written code. This preference is evident by their hesitance in going for the extension 

approach in the first place. In addition to the hesitant behaviour, another indicator of this preference 

is found by looking at their code repositories. Alpha Consulting has 24 repositories that are forks of 

both bundled applications and the DHIS2 kernel. Several of the forked repositories are frequently 

updated and customised. 

5.2.2 Lack of documentation 

The second challenge encountered during the implementation-level design of the Doctor´s Diary was 

the lack of documentation. This challenge is not necessarily exclusive to the implementation-level 

design but was prominent throughout the project and increased the complexity and difficulty of the 

process. 

As stated in the previous chapter, I got involved with the Doctor´s Diary project after its initial phase, 

where the direction and intention of the project were defined. To introduce me to the project, I was 

given all available documentation on the project created as a product of business meetings between 

Omega and Alpha Consulting. The documentation I was given included a single page flow chart 

consisting of nine steps explaining the data flow and how the diary was to be used, a metrics list of 

the different types of specialists and doctors who were supposed to use the diary and a document 

presenting the objectives, scope, key components, a more detailed flow chart and a timeline for the 

project. 

The documentation I received was lacking specific requirements and did not specify what was needed 

to be developed for the implementation. The only indicator given in the document was the defined 

flow chart, explaining how the solution was supposed to be used. This was by no means enough to 

start the development. To get a better understanding of the project and to start the process, I had to 

contact the Alpha Consulting project representatives. Through several skype meetings and email 

correspondences with the representatives, the outline of the application started to take form. We 

gained a common understanding of what we were supposed to do, and the next steps of development 

were planned. During this process, no formal documentation was created, and I had to keep track of 

the requirements and decisions we agreed upon. Neither Omega nor Alpha Consulting asked for the 

requirement documentation. It seemed it was sufficient for them that we had a mutual spoken 

agreement on the process.  

Project documentation was lacking in general. There was no documentation that contained design 

themes such as examples of user interface components, colours, fonts. This might be due to the lack 

of focus on user experience and no UX-designers in the team. Common terminologies and expressions 

used and tested with users for previous projects were neither formally documented, which meant I 

had to rely on my intuition during the design of the Doctor´s Diary.  
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During the development process, there were no common coding conventions and no focus on 

documentation of the code. This combined with a lack of project documentation, it became clear that 

documentation of projects was less of a prioritisation for the developers and the implementers in 

Alpha Consulting. From what I gathered, it is standard for the developers to work on smaller projects 

on their own, and therefore keeping track of changes, issues, the code and other aspects of their 

projects for themselves without having to rely on proper documentation. A reason for why this could 

work is that the organisation is placed in a smaller open-plan office, where everyone knows each 

other and know to some degree what everyone is working on. If someone were to experience an issue 

they did not know how to handle and lacked the documentation to find out for themselves, they would 

be able to walk up to a co-worker’s desk and get help there. 

The lack of documentation does, however, pose as a challenge to the implementation-level design 

process as it is a complex process with several actors involved. To successfully implement a generic 

system, making it fit into a specific work environment with high usability, a collaborative effort 

between several domain experts is needed. A team should be comprised of someone who knows the 

users, their work processes and needs, developers and implementers. Good communication and 

sharing of documentation in the team allow for coordinated and efficient implementation.  

The lack of documentation might lead to uncertainty in the process, for instance, in my case where 

there was no requirement documentation, and I became responsible for gathering necessary 

information before starting the development. This potential uncertainty might lead to the unnecessary 

effort put into features that needs rework, communication and confirmation from the project owners 

to affirm a common understanding of the work needed to be done.  

A few months following my involvement in the project, a software requirements specifications 

document of the system was submitted by Alpha Consulting. This document comprised of the detailed 

workflow of the system, both functional and non-functional requirements. It did not cover the 

technical parts of the systems, such as code documentation, how to further develop or maintain the 

system. This type of document would be immensely helpful during the development and 

implementation process but was created after the application was developed, and at the time it was 

going through testing. Possible reasons for why the documentation was created after the 

implementation-level design process is to support the system handover to its owner or to have a 

document presenting what the systems are capable of, to verify that they have done their part and 

completed the project. This is a backward way of handling documentation and would have been more 

rewarding if it was written from the beginning of the project. 

Project documentation should be used to keep track of requirements, issues, time frames, the actors 

and their responsibilities. Every formal decision of a project should be documented. When proper 

project documentation is lacking, not only does it potentially detriment the ongoing project, but also 
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future similar projects. When new issues or struggles appear, documentation should be used as a 

guide, looking at previous issues, to solve the issues or at least determine which actor is responsible 

for fixing it. Documentation is not only useful for issue solving but also as a reference, looking at the 

previous project and learning from them. Using project documentation for gaining knowledge gives 

an insight into how an organisation acts and it is working processes. These options made possible by 

having documentation withers when the documentation is deficient or not recorded at all. 

5.2.3 Communication struggles  

Another challenge that was prominent during the implementation-level design of the Doctor´s Diary 

project was of communication struggles. Some communication difficulties are to be expected due to 

cultural and language differences between the other actors and me, but this fact contributed minimally 

to the challenge. Every actor involved in the project has its internal communication. In addition to the 

internal communication, there also needs to be communication between the actors. The issues 

presented in this section are not directly related to the implementation-level design process but posed 

as challenges to the project.  

The first challenges in communication are between me and the involved actors, both with Alpha 

Consulting and with Omega. While working on the project from Norway, I had to rely on slow email 

correspondences or plan skype meetings to communicate with the other actors in the project. Skype 

meetings were challenging to arrange due to the difference in time zones, with just a few hours of 

working hours that overlapped between Norway and India. When we first managed to find a time that 

suited both me and them, technical issues such as slow internet speeds that would make the skype 

calls lag and be of low quality or bad microphones made this a sub-optimal way of communicating. 

When technology and other external influences did not come in the way of communication, there still 

were other struggles to deal with. Several misunderstandings happened during our skype sessions. 

For instance, one week prior to my trip, I had just started the development process of the Doctor´s 

Diary extension when Alpha Consulting asked for a functioning version to test and demo before I 

arrived. It would be very demanding to do this, as it was thought it was decided I would do the main 

part of the development in India from their office. I had to check that they needed a functioning 

version to test, and they confirmed it. To manage to produce anything that was functioning and worth 

showing off, I had to put in a lot more effort than planned. Once I arrived in India, it became obvious 

that they just needed a few wire frames or a simple prototype to see how the final product might look 

like. However, this was communicated as if they needed a nearly finished product to test. The flow 

of communication was much easier once I arrived in India. While working from the Alpha Consulting 

office, the internal communication would flow easier, any questions or enquiries would be answered 
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and handled almost immediately. Misunderstandings and mistakes were easier to spot due to face-to-

face communication. But this changed once the communication was between the actors.  

When we tried to get access to the end-users at health facilities to test the extension and ensure high 

usability, we had to go through Omega. For instance, during the first trip to Omegas headquarters, 

travelling with the Alpha Consulting representatives, we made sure to make it clear that we wanted 

to test the extension with a range of end-users to ensure it was easy to use and understand. This had 

to be planned through Omega, as they were in direct contact with health facilities in the state. The 

Omega´s project represent told us that would be no problem, and that on our next trip to the 

headquarters, meetings with end-users would be arranged. However, when I arrived at their 

headquarters ready to test the extension with end-users, I was told it was not possible due to us giving 

too short of a notice, though this was sent more than a week prior to the visit. 

Communication struggles between the different actors happened on a regular basis, between Omega 

and Alpha Consulting, but also internally within the two organisations. Maybe the biggest challenge 

of communication is Alpha Consulting´s inability to tame the scope creep. Scope creep refers to 

uncontrolled growth or continuous changes to the scope of a project after the project has been 

initiated. When attending meetings with project representatives from both Alpha Consulting and 

Omega, there seemed to be a lack of common understanding of the project. If a new idea of a feature 

or a new requirement were mentioned when talking about the Doctor´s Diary project, the Alpha 

Consulting representatives were not able to decline or refuse the idea. This seemed to be a result of a 

cultural and organisational hierarchy. Since Alpha Consulting is working on a contract under Omega, 

Omega has the final word. However, the scope creep is handled discreetly. An example of how this 

is done can be perceived from a meeting I attended with a technical project manager from Omega and 

a developer from Alpha Consulting. The meeting started with us talking about the Doctor´s Diary 

project, followed by a live demonstration. After the demonstration, the manager from Omega wanted 

to add to the extension´s features. He wanted additional features that already are present in the DHIS2 

instance, such as a “create user account” feature. This reveals a misinterpretation of the scope and 

meaning of the Doctor´s Diary, as an extension of DHIS2. The diary was supposed to extend the 

features of the DHIS2 instance and not be a complete stand-alone system. The Alpha Consulting 

developer understood this was an unreasonable requirement outside the project´s scope, but said we 

would add this feature, before quickly changing the theme of the meeting. However, once we were 

alone without the manager, he turned to me and said we would leave the feature out and hope it was 

overlooked. This was possible since there was no documentation written or updated during the 

meeting, it all happened through a conversation.  

These misinterpretations of what the Doctor´s Diary was supposed to be can be a consequence of a 

lack of documentation and many people working on the project without having a practice of sharing 
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documentation and decisions between each other. If everyone involved was up to date with project 

documentation, a lot of excessive effort could have been avoided. 

Another issue that surfaced as part of the communication struggles is the problem of being giving 

way to short time frames. From an interview with the technical manager at Omega, I was told that 

they would have great pressure from the government on time frames. He explained that if they present 

or talk about a new idea or function with the government representatives, they will most likely answer 

“Great, we want that app tomorrow!”. Though Omega will answer that it is impossible to create such 

a feature within the given time frame, it will most likely not be postponed. This issue of unreasonable 

short deadlines on projects might be a result of the higher organisational hierarchy the government 

has over Omega which gives them no reason to negotiate the deadlines, or it could be a result of the 

difficulties in communicating and understanding the scope of the project. Nevertheless, these 

unreasonable deadlines will trickle down to Alpha Consulting who are doing the technical 

development and implementation of DHIS2. 

While working with the development of the Doctor´s Diary extension, I found that there was a similar 

reporting feature that was implemented through a configuration approach. The configuration of this 

feature was nearly identical to the Doctor´s Diary configuration, and I began to wonder why the 

Doctor´s Diary project did not implement this other reporting feature as well. Technically, 

implementing the other reporting feature into the Doctor´s Diary extension would be a simple task. 

During an interview with one of Alpha Consulting´s developers, I asked about my findings and why 

these reporting features were not combined in one extension. He told me that the technical personnel 

at Omega knew about this, but the managers and the “formal people” (he called them) expected a new 

application. To prove that work had been done, the managers expect to see a new user interface with 

new features. To strengthen this notion, I present an example from demonstrating the Doctor´s Diary 

extension. During the first two weeks of my trip to India in November, I demonstrated the Doctor´s 

Diary extension to the managers and project representatives at Omega twice. The first time the 

extension was presented, only a few features were implemented but a shell of the user interface was 

in place to give an impression of how the finished result could look and feel like. The second time 

the extension was demonstrated, the user interface looked near identical to one of the first 

demonstrations, but now most of the technical features were implemented and the extension worked 

to some degree. Despite the progress on the implementation process, the managers at Omega 

complained that no work could have been done since it looked the same as last time. It was difficult 

to communicate that progress had been done without changes to the user interface.  

On several occasions throughout the study it was indicated a limited understanding of the differences 

of formats. For instance, when working with the design of data entry forms, it was a continuous 

misconception of what specifically we were talking about. While I would repeatedly remind the other 
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interlocutors to focus only on the design, look and feel, they would continuously end up talking about 

the data element and contents of the field.  

This did not only happen when talking with employees of Alpha Consulting but did also occur with 

several doctors in the field when we were visiting hospitals and testing the design and feel of the 

doctor´s diary application. Due to the repeated occurrence of this misunderstanding, it could be 

considered to be cultural grounded. To strengthen the idea of this being grounded in the culture, it 

could be noted that most developers focus on functionality over design. 

5.2.4 Gaining knowledge 

Another challenge that was prominent in the Doctor´s Diary project was of how to gain knowledge.  

Alpha Consulting´s office is quite small and separated into one main open office area and a few 

smaller rooms. Everyone has an idea of what project each employee is working on and where their 

expertise lies. Hence, when met with an issue that requires external assistance to be solved, the office 

plan and group dynamics allow for the person experiencing the issue to get up and ask a colleague 

for help right away. This a great way of sharing knowledge and utilising the resources of the office. 

Compared to reaching out to external domain experts or browsing through inadequate documentation, 

this way has its advantages. This form of communication is possible due to the low effort needed for 

the employees to reach out to each other. 

In chapter 5.2.1 the sudden change of approach after I left India and how it was denied was briefly 

described. When I left India, the extension was in a nearly finished state. It had a few bugs, but most 

of the features were in place, this meant the developers at Alpha Consulting had to finish the 

extension. As explained in chapter 5.2.2, there were no programming or documentation mentioned, 

and as a consequence, there was no proper documentation of the extension, though an effort had been 

put towards creating self-explanatory names for functions and easily read code. Before leaving India, 

I assured I would help out and answer questions regarding the code if needed, because of the lack of 

documentation. However, instead of reaching out for help, they decided to scrap the extension 

approach and go for customisation approach, using an existing DHIS2 Android application. This 

change was stopped by their superiors since it would be a waste of resources. This change of approach 

this late is a result of several of the issues explored, both regarding choosing an approach, lack of 

documentation and poor communication. When they were not able to gain proper knowledge about 

the extension and its code, they chose to leave the extension and change approach instead of reaching 

out to me to learn about the code, which might be due to communication struggles. When they were 

told to stick with the extension, their solution was to rewrite the complete extension, using the already 

written code as a guide, copying functions, algorithms and features directly into a new extension. In 
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the end, the finished product was a near copy of the original one, though a few bugs were addressed, 

new ones were created.  

5.2.5 Requirement management 

Another challenge that was prominent throughout the project was the poor management of 

requirements. This challenge is not necessarily a direct consequence of the implementation-level 

design process, but it is amplified by the number of involved actors, the flexibility of the chosen 

approach and other related challenges.  

The traditional way of producing a comprehensive requirement document with every little detail 

outlined is not that common in agile software development processes. Instead, just-in-time (JIT) 

requirements are customary in more modern development practices. JIT requirements are outlined at 

the start of the project, not as detailed requirements but as a base for future alteration. These 

requirements can be changed and added to over time but require a baseline of expected features and 

functionality to be specified before the development process begins. In the case of the Doctor´s Diary 

project, these features and functionalities were maybe discussed, but not recorded or documented in 

detail. 

As a result of poorly documented requirements and planned features, there seemed to be a 

disagreement of the future and direction of the project. If not a disagreement, a lack of common 

interpretation of the project. This resulted in new requirements appearing at all times from several of 

the involved actors. At times it was difficult to know whether the suggested requirement during a 

conversation or meeting was just a suggestion, a starting point for a discussion or an actual 

requirement for a feature that was needed. An example of this is described in chapter 5.2.3, where I 

attended a meeting with both a developer from Alpha Consulting and a technical manager from 

Omega. The technical manager was involved in the project but seemed to not be up to date with the 

project´s approach and goal; which was to create an extension. The manager wanted the end-product 

to be a complete stand-alone system and asked for features that did not fit the project´s objective. Due 

to the difference in organisation rank, it was not up to me or the developer from Alpha Consulting to 

disagree and refuse to add these features. If every alteration and addition of requirements had been 

registered and referred to in a master document that every involved actor had access to, a lot of 

confusion and redundant effort regarding the requirement management could have been avoided. 

During the meeting with the manager, we could have referred to the documentation and said that his 

ideas were conflicting with the project, instead of just letting it go.  

Another consequence of lacking a proper requirement document is that the requirement management 

of the project was poorly executed. Due to the lack of written documentation, most of the 

requirements were collected, discussed and handled through oral communication. It was problematic 
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to recognise the weight and importance of the requirements when all the requirements were 

communicated to conversations. In addition, the lack of requirement management resulted in different 

actors having different opinions and conflicting requirements. For instance, it was decided that the 

extension should be able to function when it was offline. While visiting Omega´s office, we discussed 

the offline functionality, and it was decided that a visual indicator should show whether the extension 

was online or offline. A simple “online” and “offline” text with either a green dot (for online) and a 

red dot (for offline) in the top of the user interface was agreed upon as a sufficient indicator. However, 

when another developer at Alpha Consulting saw this indicator, I was told this was hardly enough, 

and that the whole header of the extension should turn either green or red depending on the 

connectivity status. In cases like this, it can be difficult to know whether this is a personal opinion or 

a design feature that is common in the local setting. With two conflicting requirements from reputable 

sources, with no documentation to refer to, the choice of which one to pick is not always easy.  

The fact that there were no predefined requirements from the initialising process of the project meant 

that requirements had to be created and formed consecutively. Through all encounters with both 

project representatives from both Omega and Alpha Consulting, new requirements for the project 

would emerge. When new requirements came, I had to do a quick assessment on how important the 

requirement was, if it was something that had to be prioritised or if it could be done at all. Often the 

emerging requirements would lead to higher complexity of the code and result in modification of old 

code, as the requirements were not anticipated and facilitated for. For instance, one requirement that 

emerged just a week before I was leaving India was the ability for users to go back in time and see 

reports they had previously reported, but only for the last three months. Previously, all the reports had 

been accessible as there had been no mention of this limitation. To implement this requirement, 

changes to the method used for storing reports in the extension had to be changed in addition to a 

function that would delete old reports from the storage. If the requirement had been defined before 

the development of the storage functionality, the code would not have been needed to be rewritten. 

Over the development period, new requirements emerged nearly every day, and a lot of effort was 

required to implement them into the code. Most of the requirements that emerged could have easily 

been defined before the development process began, which would have reduced the amount of code 

that needed to be rewritten to fit the new requirements. 

5.3 Chapter Summary 

This chapter provides the results and analysis of the case study conducted in this thesis. First, it 

provides an in-depth analysis of the generic software, DHIS2, and how the three design approaches 

are enabled through the design infrastructure. Following comes a section on the implementation-level 
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design, that starts by introducing the setting and the involved actors, before elaborating the complete 

process of implementing the Doctor´s Diary application with the related challenges. The challenges 

found to be prominent during the implementation-level design is; the challenge of choosing an 

approach, lack of documentation, communication struggles and requirement management. 
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Chapter 6  Discussion 

So far in this thesis, generic software and the process of adapting the generic to a specific setting have 

been explored, both through related literature and through a rich case study. The case study describes 

the implementation-level design process of adapting the generic software, DHIS2, to fit local 

requirements through the extension approach. The following chapter starts by answering the research 

question presented in the introduction chapter, followed by a section on the thesis contribution. Lastly, 

a section on the strengths and limitations of the study is presented.  

The research question this thesis seeks out to answer is:  

What constitutes the process of implementation-level design of generic software in a public 

health project in India? 

To answer this research question, I will present the following points of discussion; the involved actors, 

the software, their relations and communications.  

6.1 Implementation-level design as an ecosystem 

Through the analysis of the Doctor´s Diary implementation, a systematic presentation of the 

implementation-level design process was presented. The process was found to be both technical and 

social complex, involving several actors and technical components. 

For this specific case study of the Doctor´s Diary extension project, the implementation-level design 

involved three actors and a generic software, which are closely connected to allow for the process to 

take place. The connection between the involved actors (HISP UiO, Alpha Consulting, Omega and 

the state) can be maintained through communication. The connection between Alpha Consulting and 

the DHIS2 software is maintained through technical interfaces. I call these types of connections 

between the actors and the software for interactions. 

Alpha Consulting is in the centre of the implementation-level design process and consists of the 

implementers responsible for adapting the generic software into the specific context. Due to their role 

as implementers in the process, I label them as the implementation-level designers of this project. 

Being at the centre of the process, Alpha Consulting has direct interaction with HISP UiO, DHIS2 

and Omega. 

The HISP UiO organisation is the actor who tends to the generic-level design of the DHIS2 software 

and is such labelled as the generic-level designers. The direct interaction between the implementation-

level designers (Alpha Consulting) and the generic-level designers (HISP UiO) during the 

implementation process is defined as generic-level interaction.  
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DHIS2 is the generic software that is implemented in this project. I define the direct interaction 

between the generic software (DHIS2) and the implementation-level designers (Alpha Consulting) as 

software interaction.  

In the Doctor´s Diary project, Omega is the customer who initiated and managed the project. The 

direct interaction between the customer (Omega) and the implementation-level designers (Alpha 

Consulting) during the implementation process is defined as customer interaction. In addition to the 

customer interaction between Omega and Alpha Consulting, Omega also has a direct interaction with 

the state. In this case, the state is the user organisation that will use the final product of the project. 

The interaction between the customer (Omega) and the user organisation (State) is defined as 

corporate interaction. 

Combined, the generic software, the involved actors and their interactions form an ecosystem. This 

is in line with Dittrich (2014) who writes about software ecosystems and how the relationship and 

interaction between the different actors form an ecosystem. Using terminology from the ecosystem 

environment, the actors and the software that form the ecosystem are hereby referred to as ecosystem 

components.  

United in the ecosystem, the components are interdependent as each of them are required for the 

implementation-level design to occur. If just one of the components in the ecosystem were absent, 

the implementation-level design would not be finished. If the HIPS UiO organisation who provides 

the DHIS2 software were dissolved, the software would not be updated, the design infrastructure 

would wither, and important resources and support would be inaccessible. If the generic software, 

DHIS2 in this case, were unavailable or non-existent, it would not be possible to implement it. If the 

customer were absent from the ecosystem, there would be no one to provide the implementation for. 

And finally, without the user organisation, there would be no one to design the product for, no one to 

use the implemented solution.  

In addition to the external interactions (generic-level, software, customer, corporate) that occurs 

between the components, there is also a form of interaction internally in each component. The 

components are constantly evolving and changing, as decisions and choices need to be made 

internally for each component. The internal interaction might affect the external interaction between 

the components and thus also affect the ecosystem. An example of how an internal interaction can 

affect the external interactions is of the internal interaction at HISP UiO. As the generic-level 

designers, HISP UiO is responsible for the design, development and maintenance of the DHIS2 

software. Internal interaction at HISP UiO can be of deciding what features to maintain or update in 

the next version update. This decision might affect the software interaction between the 

implementation-level designers and the generic software, as the fundamental conditions for the 

interaction are changed. 
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Figure 6-1 illustrates the ecosystem surrounding the Doctor´s Diary implementation-level design. 

Every arrow in the figure represents an interaction. Each of the components is enclosed in a box of 

interactions, representing the internal interaction in that component. With the implementation-level 

designers in the centre, each component has an external interaction to the Alpha Consulting 

organisation, except for the state component that is connected to the Omega component. Together, 

this ecosystem with its corresponding components and interactions constitutes the process of 

implementation-level design of the Doctor´s Diary project in India. 

 

Figure 6-1 - Doctor´s diary ecosystem, components and their interactions 

Now that the components and their related interactions have been addressed, I will shift the focus 

over to the challenges related to the different types of interactions in the implementation-level design 

process of the Doctor´s Diary. Table 6-1 provides a summary of the different of interactions, a brief 

description and the related challenges to each specific type.  

Table 6-1 - Types of interactions, description and related challenges 

Interaction Description Challenges 

Generic-level 

interaction 

The interaction between the 

generic-level designers and 

implementation-level designers  

The misfit problem 

 

Software interaction The interaction between the 

generic software and the 

implementation-level designers 

Gaining knowledge 

 

Customer interaction The interaction between the 

customer and the 

implementation-level designers 

Requirement management 

Choosing an approach 
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Corporate interaction The interaction between the user 

organisation and the customer 

Short time frames 

Limited access to users 

Internal interaction The interaction that occurs 

within the different components 

(Focus on Alpha Consulting) 

Choosing an approach 

Lack of documentation 

Managing requirements 

 

Some of the challenges that are listed in the table are found in both this specific case study, but also 

in the related literature, while other challenges are specific to this study. The first challenge that 

surfaced in the case study was the issue of choosing an approach. This challenge was mainly part of 

the internal interaction in the Alpha Consulting component but was also subject to customer 

interaction. Although the different approaches have been explored and described in the related 

literature (Y. Dittrich et al., 2009; Holland & Light, 1999; Light, 2001), the struggles of choosing an 

approach are not declared. The challenge of choosing an approach is partly based on another challenge 

met in the case study; the misfit problem. This challenge is part of the generic-level interaction, as 

the generic-level designers were consulted to find the best approach fit to diminish the misfit problem. 

The misfit problem is explored and considered in the related literature (Soh et al., 2000; Suchman, 

2002). The challenge of gaining the knowledge required to implement the Doctor´s Diary is part of 

the software interaction, as it required us to consult the design infrastructure provided for the software. 

This challenge is also mentioned in the related literature (Y. Dittrich et al., 2009; Germonprez et al., 

2007; Soh et al., 2000). The challenge of lacking documentation and missing proper code conventions 

are issues related to the internal interaction at Alpha Consulting. Though Martin et al., (2004) 

recognises the importance of having a contract between the involved actors and their responsibilities, 

the challenge of lacking documentation is not fully explored in the related literature. Two challenges 

not explored in the related literature that did affect the implementation-level design are the challenges 

of short time frames and limited access to users, which are categorised together with the corporate 

interaction, as the issues stem from the interaction between the state and Omega. Lastly, the challenge 

of managing the requirements was found to be a rather difficult task. This challenge is related to the 

internal interaction at Alpha Consulting. This is known to be a challenge and has been explored in 

the related literature (Heck & Zaidman, 2017; Dave Martin et al., 2004). 

To summarise this section so far, the different components and their interactions (visualised in Figure 

6-1) constitutes the process of implementation-level design of generic software in the Doctor´s Diary 

project in India. The challenges that surfaced during the process have been linked to their associated 

interaction type and the related literature. The research question has been answered, but in an effort 
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to generalise the answer, Figure 6-2 provides a non-specific adaptation of the figure. As discussed, 

all the components in the ecosystem are dependent on each other. Remove one, and the 

implementation-level design process will suffer or maybe even be disrupted. Though the analysis and 

discussion are based on a single qualitative case study, I argue that there is still an opportunity to 

generalise the findings which are in line with Walsham (2006b, p. 322) who claims that 

generalisations of a single case study can take place. 

For an implementation-level design process to occur, there are a few basic components that need to 

be in place. First, it is essential to have a generic software that can be implemented. Without the 

generic software, there cannot be any implementation-level design. Second, for a generic software to 

exists, someone must create it. This happens during the generic-level design and is performed by the 

generic-level designers. Without the generic-level designers, there would be no generic software to 

implement. Third, there needs to be someone who can adapt and implement the generic software, 

which is the implement-level designer component. Fourth, there needs to be someone who wants the 

generic software implemented, a customer who is willing to purchase the service of implementation. 

Fifth, there should also be a group of people using the final product, which is the user organisation. 

In some cases, several of these components can comprise the same actor. For instance, the customer 

could be both the user organisation as well as taking the role as the implement-level designers. 

However, these five components will still be part of most, if not all, implementation-level design 

processes. 

Figure 6-2 presents the ecosystem of a generalised implementation-level design process with its 

components and their interactions. The interactions that are presented in the figure are a minimum of 

the interactions that should occur during an implementation-level design process. In addition to the 

ones that are present in the figure, another type of interaction should also be sustained between the 

user organisation and the implementation-level designers to allow for user testing and direct 

communication with the end-users. Additionally, there is also interaction going on between the 

generic-level designers and the generic software, but that interaction is not part of the implementation-

level design and is therefore not presented in the figure.  

Based on the discussion, I argue that in most cases the components and their interactions presented 

in Figure 6-2, constitutes the process of implementation-level design of generic software. 
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Figure 6-2 - The implementation-level design ecosystem; components and interactions 

6.2 Contributions 

The contribution of this thesis is twofold. It provides both a theoretical contribution divided in two 

parts. The first theoretical contribution answers to the suggested literature gap. The second theoretical 

contribution provides an extension of the framework used during the analysis. The practical 

contribution is also divided in two parts. The first practical contribution is directed towards HISP, 

and the second is towards to local context of the case study.  

The theoretical contributions consist of two parts. The first theoretical contribution of this thesis is 

the systematic and highly detailed description of the implementation-level design process, through a 

case study of the implementation of the Doctor´s Diary application in India. This contribution assists 

in filling the revealed literature gap of the implementation process.  

The second theoretical contribution is of building upon the generic-level design and implementation-

level design framework by Li & Nielsen (2019). My addition to the framework is of the addition of 

the term interaction, which comprises the communication between the involved actors and the 

software in the implementation-level design. In addition, the research question of what the 

implementation-level design process constitutes has been answered. The answer describes the 

implementation-level design process to constitute of the related components and their interactions 

(see Figure 6-1). Finally, the third design approach, extension, is introduced as an additional approach 

to the options of configuration and customisation. The extension approach allows for the 

implementation-level design of a generic software without altering existing source code, while at the 

same being able to create a solution with high design flexibility, that facilitates the possibility for a 

highly usable solution.  

The practical contribution does also consist of two parts. The first practical contribution is to the HISP 

project. Not only does the thesis provide an overall contribution to the HISP project by researching 
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the implementation process of DHIS2 in a HISP organisation, it also provides a significant 

contribution to the DHIS2 design lab, managed by HISP, by expanding the lab´s body of knowledge.  

The second practical contribution is to Alpha Consulting and Omega. The effort and work I put into 

developing and working on the Doctor´s Diary application while working with Alpha Omega through 

participant observation, has provided the foundation for a Doctor´s Diary application. The final 

application will be used by several thousand doctors and specialists in Uttar Pradesh and allows for 

collecting of important data that can help solve structural challenges in the public health in the state. 

See appendix 1 Doctor´s Diary for a technical description and screenshot of the application. 

6.3 Strengths and limitations with the study 

The following section will cover the strengths and limitations of the study. 

One of the main strengths of the thesis is the connection to the HISP network. Being part of the HISP 

UiO organisation and the DHIS2 design lab has provided the opportunity to perform participant 

observation with another HISP organisation over a longer period. It has also provided significant 

resources in the form of providing a stage for discussion and reflection together with fellow 

researchers. 

The generous amount of time spent in the field allows for an enhanced in-depth exploration of the 

implementation-level design process. This time has allowed me to provide a systematic and highly 

detailed description of the implementation-level design process, which is called upon by researcher 

within of the same field (Yvonne Dittrich, 2014; Hustad & Stensholt, 2017; Li & Nielsen, 2019). In 

addition to directly partaking in the development, working together with Alpha Consulting, I did also 

attend to the implementation-level design process while working from Norway, far from the local 

context. Working both from the inside and the outside of the implementation process has provided an 

enhanced comprehension of the process.  

Some of the challenges found in the implementation-level design process may not be directly linked 

to the process but are rather a consequence of how the project unfolded and the way it was handled 

by the involved actors. I will argue that the way Alpha Consulting and Omega managed their roles in 

the project, they can be considered to be less mature organisations. Alpha Consulting suffers due to a 

lack of available resources and too much to do. There is a lack of structure and standards in the 

organisation, such as project and code documentation. In additions, their struggles with 

communication might be a product of hierarchy and chain of command, but it does affect the overall 

impression of the organisation. The same can be said about Omega, as they also suffer due to the 

inability of internal communication, project planning and documentation.  
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Another limitation of this thesis is the focus of usability. From the beginning, it was a common 

understanding that this project would keep a focus of usability in mind. The product of the Doctor´s 

Diary project was supposed to have high usability, created together with the interaction of the end-

users. The focus of usability slipped as Omega hampered direct contact with end-users. In addition, 

there seemed to be a general lack of focus on usability from the developers at Alpha Consulting. This 

might be a result of cultural influence, as there seems to be a general lack of usability in the digital 

information systems provided in the surroundings of the implementation project.  

Though the corporate interaction between the state and Omega has been identified, I cannot provide 

much details on this interaction. Their interaction was too distant and obscure from my position at 

Alpha Consulting to gain a detailed description of it. It did, however, affect the project, such as 

limiting my access to the end-users and is further discussed in section 6.1. 

6.4 Chapter Summary 

The discussion chapter has provided an answer to the research question. The research question asks 

what constitutes the implementation-level design of generic software in a public health project in 

India, and the answer provided argues that the process constitutes of four nodes and their interactions. 

Following the section on the research question, comes an overview of the thesis´ contributions, which 

can be summarised to be threefold; theoretical, practical and locally. Finally, the strengths and 

limitations of the thesis are discussed. 
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Chapter 7  Conclusion 

This thesis presents a case study on the process of implementation-level design of the generic software 

in the public health sector in India. Implementation-level design is described as the process of 

adapting the generic software into a specific setting (Li & Nielsen, 2019). Through an extensive 

literature review, the process of implementing generic software and the related challenges have been 

explored. Though studies have researched the process of implementing generic software within public 

health (Dave Martin et al., 2004), several researchers call out for a further exploration of the process 

(Yvonne Dittrich, 2014; Hustad & Stensholt, 2017; Li & Nielsen, 2019). Although the process has 

been explored, as far as I know, no one presents a systematic analysis of the process and its related 

actors that constitute the process of implementation-level design. This thesis seeks to fill this gap by 

providing just that, a systematic analysis of the involved actors, their interactions and challenges of 

the implementation-level design process. Concretely, the research question of the thesis is the 

following: What constitutes the process of implementation-level design of generic software in a 

public health project in India? 

To answer the research question an interpretive qualitative case study was performed. The case study 

took place over a period of five months from autumn of 2018 into the spring of 2019. The case study 

is on the process of implementation-level design of a Doctor´s Diary feature in the public health 

information system in Uttar Pradesh in India, which is based on the generic DHIS2 software. Through 

a month-long participant observation, I took part as a developer in the implementation-level design 

of the Doctor´s Diary, working together with the organisation responsible for the technical 

implementation (Alpha Consulting). Through the participant observation, I was placed in the middle 

of the implementation-level design and managed to gain a comprehensive understanding of the 

process, the involved actors and the challenges related to the process. 

As a result of the case study, an analysis provides a generous exploration of the generic-level design 

of the generic DHIS2 software and its design infrastructure, the implementation-level design of the 

Doctor´s Diary, the actors involved in the process and the challenges that occurred through the 

process. The challenges found were related to choosing a design approach, the lack of documentation, 

struggles with communication and managing the projects requirements. While some of the challenges 

that are explored are related directly to the implementation-level design, a few of them might be a 

product of the setting and the involved actors rather than the process.  

The discussion chapter in this thesis provides the answer to the research question, the theoretical and 

practical contributions and reflection on the strengths and limitations of the study. The answer to the 

research question is provided through a longer discussion and a figure (see Figure 6-1). The discussion 

concludes that the answer to the research question is that the implementation-level design process of 
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generic software in a public health project in India, Doctor´s Diary project in this case, constitutes of 

a set of components and their interactions. These components comprise of the involved actors and the 

generic software, while their interactions connect them and enable the implementation-level design 

process. 

This thesis has both theoretical and practical contributions. The theoretical contribution is twofold as 

the thesis provides both to the literature gap and to the framework of implementation-level design by 

extending it with the introduction of a new design approach and the relation between the components 

and their interaction types. The thesis provides two practical contributions. The first practical 

contribution is to the HISP project, providing an analysis of the DHIS2 software and its 

implementation, in addition to a significant contribution to the DHIS2 design lab´s body of knowledge 

(See Figure 4-2). The second practical contribution is directed towards the public health sector in 

Uttar Pradesh. Through the participant observation, I provided the foundation of the Doctor´s Diary 

application (see appendix 1) through developing and working together with Alpha Consulting and 

Omega. The finalised Doctor´s Diary application will be used by several thousand doctors and 

specialists in health facilities all over Utter Pradesh, that enables the collecting of important data 

which allows for informed decision taking to strengthen the public health care and solve structural 

challenges in the state.  

7.1 Future research 

The findings of this thesis provide several topics that could be of interest and basis for further 

research. Most of the challenges that occurred during the implementation-level design process have 

already been explored by the related literature, though some of the challenges are not necessarily 

recognised and described in detail. Two challenges provided by the Omega organisation is the short 

time frames and limited access to users. These challenges and their origin could serve as a possible 

starting point to explore how this challenge limits or decreases the usability in the implementation-

level design. 

An addition to the design approaches enabled by the design infrastructure has been introduced in the 

thesis. In addition to the configuration and customisation approaches, a third option was added; the 

extension approach. Though the extension approach is described in this thesis, the approach needs 

more exploring on how it affects the implementation-level design, the final solution and how it 

compares to the other approaches, which could serve as the basis for future research. 

Though this thesis provides a systematic and highly detailed description of the implementation-level 

design process in the public health sector in India, more research on the process from other areas and 
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regions would provide a solid foundation for generalisation and to completely understand and 

describe the process. 

To answer the research question of what the process of implementation-level design constitutes of, 

five components were labelled and connected through designated interaction types. The idea of 

treating the actors and software of the implementation-level design process as components in an 

ecosystem is not new (Yvonne Dittrich, 2014), but the addition of types of interaction between the 

components could provide a basis for further research. In relation to the challenge of accessing the 

end-users during the implementation-level design, a new type of interaction directly between the user 

organisation and the implementation-level designers, which was absent, could also be an interesting 

topic for further exploration. 
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Appendix 1 Doctor´s Diary  

As part of the participant observation of Alpha Consulting, I created a Progressive Web Apps (PWA) 

to be used as the Doctor´s Diary application in Uttar Pradesh. The design and code of the PWA were 

of great value during the final implementation of the Doctor´s Diary feature.  

The PWA is written in React, a JavaScript library. React is an efficient and flexible open source 

(under the MIT license) library that has a huge user group with plenty of online and free resources.  

To qualify as a Progressive Web Apps, there is a baseline of requirements that needs to be fulfilled. 

The requirements are presented in a checklist (https://developers.google.com/web/progressive-web-

apps/checklist). At the top of this list are the baseline requirements for that the web application 

needs to fulfil. These requirements are the following: 

• Site is served over HTTPS 

• Pages are responsive on tablets & mobile devices 

• All app URLs load while offline 

• Metadata provided for Add to Home screen 

• First load fast even on 3G 

• Site works cross-browser 

• Page transition does not feel like they block on the network 

• Each page has a URL 

 

These requirements guarantee that the PWA will be secure (through HTTPS), works on all mostly 

all devices (PC, tablets and smartphones), through mostly all modern browsers. In addition, the 

PWA will load fast even on bad internet connections and will function offline after its first is load. 

Once it goes online, all changes done will be synchronised and updated. An “add to home screen” 

feature allows the end-users to easily save the PWA as an application to their home screen on their 

smartphones, which will transform the PWA into looking, feeling and operating like any native 

application.  

 

This checklist ensures users in rural parts of Uttar Pradesh in India will be able to use the web 

application even though they have an older smartphone and bad internet connection. PWAs are also 

very simple to update. It is enough to push an updated compiled version on to the same host that 

had the old version, and the users locally saved PWAs will automatically update once they go 

online. 

 

The following screenshots are from a prototype of the Doctor´s Diary PWA. The final design has 

changed a bit, as the PWA was finalised by the developers at Alpha Consulting. All the features 

presented in the screenshots are still present in the final version. 

 

https://developers.google.com/web/progressive-web-apps/checklist
https://developers.google.com/web/progressive-web-apps/checklist
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